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How can our nation use its resources most wisely to
reach and support parents of infants and toddlers at a
time when help is likely to count the most? Through
what systems or mechanisms tb.at currently exist can we
most efficiently and effectively reach large numbers of
caregiving adults with new information about the
potential capacities and vulnerability of their chil-
dren during the first three years?

It 0 TO THREE believes that one possible
answer to these questions might lie in this country's
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health care system particularly in primary pediatrics.
Primary health care settings, including private pediatri-
cians, health maintenance organizations (HMOs), and
community health centers are in many ways natural set-
tings for joining with and supporting the parents of
very young children. This article will describe ZERO
TO ill REF 's work in exploring the potential of pedi-
atric primary care for expanded services that emphasize
the tremendous importance of parents as their chil-
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Editor's Note
Pnwiding developmental guidant and support to parents of
Young children in the context of primary pediatric care is an
idea who.e time has come over and over again, it .eem.,
without ever becoming established (in this country at lea!,t)
as the standard ot are. Contributor. to this issue ot
HMV explore: the nnportance of attention to social and emo-
tional de\ elopment and anticipatory guidante as a key
ingredient ot hildren's health supervision; the barriers to
enhantement ot primary pediatric care; innovative
approat hes to change, in settings that serve both privileged
and highly -are..ed parents and their children; and a wide
range ot edut ational materials (tor professionals and fami-
lies) that reinforce conversations between health care prole.-
sionals and families about the development ot infants and
toddler.. Although the current turmoil ot our country's
health Cart' system is trobling in many respects, it is possi-
ble that from the flux will irise a new model for pediatric
primary care one which not only nurtures all aspects of the
healthy development of young children but also supports
adults as they become increasingly competent and confident
parents.

remt het, I.dnor
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Expanding the
Boundaries of Pediatric
Care ...

dren's primary nurturers. We \\ill share some ot what
we learned from indiyidlials across the country who arc
also committed to this idea and have developed innov-
ative approaches to addressing it; examine barriers that
need to be overcome and attributes that i a n be built on
to reali/e the potential ot pediatric settings; describe
new ways of conceptuali/ing health supervision; and
identify important questions ,md next steps.

Pediatric primary care as a venue for
reaching parents
In order to pursue its interest in primary prevention and
parent support, /F. ft 0 10 1111:Flr secured a two-year
grant (1994-%) from the Bureau of Maternal and Child
Health (MC.1#517394) which it combined with already
committed funds from a private donor who had long
been interested in an enhanced role for the health c, -e
system in getting babies and parents off to a good st,,rt
(see interview with Bernard I..eyv, this issue). The over-
all goal of the Developmental Specialist in Pediatric
'Practice project is to explore how pediatric settings
might become more responsive to the needs of a broad
spectrum of parents. We are particularly interested in
helping to expand the definition and practice of pedi-
atrics, so that it more closely reflects the broad health
supervision guidelines called for in Bright luture:.:
Guidelines for Health Supercision qf Infants, Children, and
Adolescents (Green, ed., 1994; see Green and McCoy-
Thompson, this issue), which calls for new health super-
vision policies and practices in keeping with the perva-
ive changes that have occurred in families and our

society as a whole.
We have approached this work with the following

assumptions:
1. Care in pediatric settings is likely to benefit from a
multidisciplinary, rather than an exclusively medical,
approach.

2. Mutual and respectful partnerships between the
health system and parents are critical to efforts to rear

At knowledgments For wise counsel and steadfast encouragement,
/TKO 10 WW1: thanks the Advisory Committee of Ilw Develop
mental Specialist in Pediatric Practice Project- Cecilia Barbosa,
Kathryn Barnard, T. Berry Bratelton, Constance Smith Garner, Mar-
garet A. (l'eggv) McManus, Morris Green, Stanley I. Creenspan,
Bernard I ,tivv, F Flauw Vowels, and Barry Zuckerman. For courage
and rt"-AnIntettililey, in e ;timing nuts frontlet s we salute Margaret
lone., M.A. and Claire I Allman, I.CSW. I his pi oject is supported in
part by project MINS I73t1-1 from the Maternal and Child I -With pro-
gram (Title V, Social Set ii ri U Act), I lean Re,st iii rces and Services
Ad M in ist ration, Department of I lealtb and Human Services

vt ging children who achieve their full potential in all
domains ot development.
3. Parenting intormation and support should be avail-
able to all parents, with special, more intense services
offered to those yvho need them.

4. There are many ways, and many people, who can
bring about these changes in primary pediatric care; we
want to learn all %ye can about how it Carl best be dont,
in various settings and circumstances.

One of the first tasks project staff undertook was to
learn all we could about the current status of develop-
mental guidance in pediatric primary care. We (on-
ducted an extensive literature review along with tele-
phone interviews with knowledgeable individual',
across the country who were recommended by the pro-
ject's advisory committee. Fach person we talked to
generously shared his or her ideas and perspectives
with us and suggested other individuals whom we
should contact. This process led us to medical and non-
medical professionals who are providing very useful
services to parents in pediatric settings across the coun-
try, some of whom have contributed articles to this
issue.

We knew going into the project that the idea of
enriching the developmental content of pediatric health
care has had a distinguished history. As far back as 1948,
Milton Senn, a pioneer in the intro -1Lucs.on of psychody-
namic concepts into pediatric practice, expressed the
view that pediatricians need to develop competency in
both the biomedical and psychosocial aspects of child
health (Green, 1982). In 1975, 'I'. Berry Bra/eltoo
observed:

A pediatrician interested in influencing the,e.fiwces (par-
ents) for the child's best interest must make the mother the
.focal point of any attempt to help the child. 11 is economical
in thne and reource,-; to get hi kiloW her and if zee can,

it is extremely important to lircludethe.father. Their .feelings
about the child and their ou'il limitations set the boundaries
within which the pediatrician can expect to be iffectiPe for
the child (Bra:elton, I 95, p. 534).

Although the thinking of Senn and Braielton is not
often echoed in the pediatric literature, we talked to a
number of c...n.v.uuals who share their perspective and
who have tried to respond to the challenge of using the
pediatric setting to broaden the knowledge and skills of
young parents. Some of the services we heard about
include:

developmental assessments for all newborns in a
pediatric practice;

availability within the practice for more extensive
developmental assessment on a referral basis;

pediatricians and nurse practitioners routinely offer-
ing counseling to parents on a variety of child-rearing
issues, such as feeding, sleeping, temperament, and the
infant-parent relationship;
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parent groups, held during the day and evening
hours, to enable parents to discuss their questions and
concerns in the presence of health care or other clini-
cians; and

checklists, given to parents in advance ot well-child
visits, to remind them of questions or areas of concern
tor discussion with the pediatrician.

I:ach of these efforts demonstrates a respect for, and
an eftort to support, the critical role parents play in their
young children's development.

Pediatric care providers are reachint.; .rut to families
in the poorest and the wealthiest oi circumstances.
Across all income groups, pediatric care is one of the
services most often used bx parents of children under
three. No other institution or system exists which has
more co' tact with children in this age group. Pediatric
care does not carry the stigma associated with, for
example, welfare services, substance abuse services,
mental health services or any of a myriad of other ser-
vices with which families of very young children may
interact.

We talked with earlv childhood educators at New
York's Bellevue I lospital who have developed what
they call a "hallway" program, an innovative way of
providing opportunities for young children to play and
their parents to talk informally while they wait for pedi-
atric appointments. The program professionals have an
opportunity to join with parents in observing their own
and other children in the group and to encourage dis-
cussion among the group of parents about any issues or
questions they have. If there are concerns about a par-
ticular child, the early childhood educator discusses the
possibility of additional investigation or assistance with
the parent and passes along the results of her interaction
with the family to the pediatric staff. Boston City Hos-
pital, which erves a similar inner-city population of
families with multiple needs, has brought together the
services of a multidisciplinary team of primary care
clinicians, family advocates, early childhood educators,
and attorneys in order to build a strong alliance with
families on behalf of their children (see Kaplan-Sanoff,
this issue).

A developmental pediatrician whose practice is
located in an upper-middle-class neighborhood near
New York City's Central Park told us how much infor-
mation and support the mothers in her practice seem to
need and how insecure many of them feel about their
role as new mothers. She has responded by establishing
parent groups which she co-facilitates with a psycholo-
gist, to whom she also makes referrals for individual
counseling and follow-up.

But it certainly must be said, and our literature
review confirmed, that efforts such as these are the
exception rather than the rule. It is clear that the expan-
sion of pediatric services is an idea that has not been
systematically researched, funded, or implemented in
this country.

Current pediatric practice: Barriers to devel-
opmental services
Our current model ot pediatric practice has remained
essentially unchanged o% er the past 50 years: clinicians
working one-on-one with a tamily in an office, with
occasional support from a nUrse or social worker (Zuck-
erman S.-. Parker, 1907,1. Although we have experienced
great success in this country in reducing contagious dis-
ease, which at the beginning of the 20th century was the
primary cause of mortality and morbidity, children and
tam Wes today face a wh(nle new set of challenges. What
are we really suggesting when we say that primary care
settings need to pros ide help to parents of infants and
toddlers on a variety of child-rearing issues? Are we
asking pediatricians, whose stock in trade is health
supervision and primary prevention, to address a ,vhole
neY, scope of issues? Are we asking them to accomplish
an impossible agenda?

Many health professionals readily acknowledge that
focusing attention exclusively on the physical realm of
development, especially with infants and toddlers, does
not constitute adequate care. Other pediatrk-ians, how-
ever, resist the suggestion that they are not adequately
attending to important psvchosocial issues that the fam-
ily brings to the practice. We had conversations with
pediatricians and nurse practitioners in both categories.
Zuckerman and Parker (1995) describe "retreating to the
comfortable world of otitis media and immunizations...
to shut out the loud cacophony of the outside world and
its effects on our families" (p.761).

Three chief barriers seem to prevent health profes-
sionals from attending to psvchosocial issues in the con-
text of pediatric primary care: training, time, and
money. The second two barriers are closely related.
Training: Many practicing pediatricians (other than
those trained -I I.n deye.opmental and behavioral pedi-
atrics) have not received training to adequately address
psychosocial and behavioral issues and to work in full
partnership with parents. 't he improvement of training
in the psychosocial aspects of child health has been,
(Green, 1982) and remains today, an important issue for
pediatric education.
Time: On average, health care providers spend only 12-
15 minutes per pediatric visit. As one nationally known
pediatrician put it, "Pediatricians are in an impossible
bind. Their interaction (with baby and parent) is limited
to what You can do while writing on paper (Aronson,
personal conversation, )994).

Money: The reimbursement policies of health insurers
determine to a large extent what kinds of services pedi-
atricians and other pediatric health care professionals
provide. It is not apparent that, as a group, insurers rec-
ognize the tremendous significance of healthy growth
and development in the first few years of life and the
importance of ensuring that sufficient amounts ot time
and services are available to children in this age group
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and their parents. Physical exams for infants and tod-
dlers, for example, continue to be reimbursed at a lower
rate than physical exams for older children notwith-
standing the unparalleled rate of development in the
first three years and its tremendous impact on later
de elopment.

A report by McManus Health Policy, Inc. (in press)
points out that no studies have ever been conducted to
determine the extent to which private health insurance
and Medicaid will reimburse parent education services
offered in pediatric settings. The report observes that, to
the extent that existing payment mechanisms can be
used to purchase such services, the more likely they will
be imbedded in primary care services and maintained
over time.

Reimbursement by insurers for expanded services to
parents is likely to require evidence that providing early
and ongoing anticipatory guidance to parents, and
behavioral and developmental surveillance to infants
and toddlers in a manner suited to their needs, beliefs,
and traditions, will, in fact, make a difference with
respect to later healthy development. In the current
health care market, the primary focus of insurers' efforts
is directed toward keeping costs down.

Ciportunities within a system in flux
Pedi itricians and other health care provider!, are facing
dramatic, ongoing changes in health care services and
financing that create a confusing and volatile environ-
ment in which to practice. I hey are taced with trying to
provide adequate levels of t are in capitated systems and
1\ ith haying to decide how many and what kinds of
managed care plans their practice will participate in.
Many are jo:ning large group practices in order to sur-
vive vhile others are joining the stalk of 1 IN10s. With
increasing national efforts by the federal government,
insurers, and employers to contain health care costs,
families' access to the time and expertise of health care
providers, particularly pediatricians, is likely to become
more, rather than less, limited.

The tremendous flux in the health care system can
present an opportunity for experimenting with effective
approaches to helping very young children and their
parents get off to a good start. For example, staff at the
Preventive Ounce, a California-based non-profit organi-
/ation which seeks to enhance health education, told us
about their design and evaluation of a health education
program to prevent temperament-related problems
among infants, toddlers, and preschoolers who receive
pediatrk care in Northern California Kaiser Permanente
facilities. Parents of four-month-olds were ir yited to
complete a temperament questionnaire, based on the
work of Drs. Stella Chess and Alexander Thomas. The
results of the questionnaire, which asks parents to com-
ment on the frequency with which their babies engage
in certain types of behavior (e.g. -reacts mildly to meet-
ing familiar people" or "continues to cry in spite of sev-
eral minutes of soothing") are converted into a tem-
perament profile for the child. Parents are sent guidance
materials about what to expect of children with differ-
ent kinds of temperaments and suggested %Yays of
responding appropriately to a child of that particular
temperament. Parents are also invited to consult with
temperament counselors by phone if they have addi-
tional questions or concerns.

A study of the effects of this anticipatory guidance
indicated that parents who participated in the tempera-
ment program required 1.48 fewer outpatient visits in
their infants' four-to-16-month age pehod, than parents
who did not receive guidance. Savings occurred in pedi-
atrics, family practice, and emergency room visits. This
kind of initiative and the development of cost benefit
data to document its effectiveness are encouraging but
rare.

Within the last two or three years several important
new initiatives have begun which, together with ZERO
To TIIREF's work, will broaden our understanding of
how parents of infants and toddlers can be better served
in primary health care settings. One of these initiatives,
recently undertaken by the Commonwealth Fund, will
establish 15 local initiatives in health care settings
around the country to develop and evaluate an
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expanded set of services to support parents of young
children, to be delivered by health personnel. Maternal
and Child Health and the Medicaid Bureau, L.S.
D ,artment of I lealth and I luman ServicesIre launch-
ing a major initiative to encourage the adoption and use
ot the health supervision guidelines outlined in Pri.011

utures in health care settings across the country (see
Green and McCoy-Thompson, this issue). F. Berry

Touchpoints model, which offers parents a
map of early development and helps them L.eve. Iop an
understanding of the natural spurts and regressions that
occur in the earliest years, is currently being used to
train nurse practitioners in establishing partnerships
with parents to support healthy development (see
Stadtler, O'Brien, and I lornstein, this issue). Each ot
these initiatives, based on somewhat different underly-
ing constructs about, for example, how parents learn
best, will undoubtedly greatly add to our understand-
ing of the most effective ways to be responsive to the
needs of individuals parenting intants and toddlers.

ZERO TO. THREE's Developmental
Specialist in Pediatric Practice Project
Pediatric health care settings can, it appears, nurture
alliances between professionals and parents that enable
professionals to better understand the needs and priori-
ties of individual children and families, and that enable
parents to make good use of information and support.
But if pediatricians do not have the training or the time
to he deeply involved in this process, how will it occur?
Which developmental services to infants, toddlers and
parents are, in fact, the most valuable for which popula-
tions? Are services best made available on a universal or
referral basis? What are the advantages and disadvan-
tages of having medical, as opposed to non-medical,
professionals working on these issues with parents of
.erv young children? If non-medical professionals
assume these responsibilities, how can they be inte-
grated into a new role in the pediatric practice? How
can we ensure that these individuals are qualified and
suited to perform their roles? What are their training
and supervision needs? How can services be paid for?

In order to build a first-hand understanding of the
barriers and opportunities for expanding services in
pediatric settings, ZERO TO THREE negotiated with
two pediatric sites in the Washington, D.C. area to col-
laborate with us on this project. We hired two profes-
sionals, one an early childhood special educator and the
other a clinical social worker, both at the masters level,
to work 20 hours per week, each in one setting, and to
develop the most effective services possible for parents
of children under three years of age.

The process of finding two pediatric sites and hiring
two developmental specialists added a great deal to our
knowledge base. Staff had initial conversations with
approximately ten potential sites, knowing that we
wanted to locate in a private group practice and an
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ZERO TO THREE'S Developmental
Specialist project is predicated on the belief

that parents themselves drive their own learn-
ing pmcess. Parents «mcerns and questions

serve as the catalyst for \vhat the developmen-
tal specialists pav attention to and how they

individualize their services.

IMO, in order to be able to examine differences in these
two systems. A number of practical and philosophical
barriers were identified during this stage of the project,
among them lack of space to accommodate another per-
son in the practice; concern about disruption to hectic
schedules if additional services were offered; concern
about how someone from another discipline would "fit
in;" concern that parents would be unhappy if services
were discontinued at the end of the project (September,
19%1; and lack of understanding of the developmental
specialist as part of the health team rather than as an
ancillary professional to whom children and parents are
referred.

The two sites selected for the Developmental Special-
ist project will collaborate closely with 1.E RO TO
TH RE E in exploring project questions. They are the
Kaiser Permanente Pediatric Clinic in the District of
Columbiam I IMO, and Sleepy I lollow Pediatrics in
Falls Church, Virginia, a five-person group practice.
Each site serves an ethnically and economically diverse
group of families, although Kaiser serves primarily
African-American families and Sleepy I follow, primar-
ily Caucasian families. In exchange for ZE RO TO
TH K F F.'s hiring, training, supervising, and compensat-
ing the developmental specialists, these two sites agreed
to work closely with the project to examine the theoret-
ical and practical feasibility of developing and imbed-
ding services to further the healthy development of
infants and toddlers in their settings. Each site has
assigned one of its pediatricians as primary liaison with
the developmental specialist.

The process of recruiting the two'developmental spe-
cialists was a lengthy one as well. We were looking for
individuals who not only possessed extensive training
and experience in working with infants, toddlers, and
families, hut who also exhibited the capability to estab-
lish strong and supportive relationships with children
and families. We searched for professionals who were
reflective, who found it a challenge to take on a new
role, and who we thought could use training opportuni-
ties and clinical supervision to good avail. The two indi-
viduals hired met all ot our criteria.

The developmental specialists have been on-site
since the end of June. In the pediatric setting, they



observe the quality of the ink,ractions between infants
and parents that support or inhibit mutual adaptation,
communicate IICW and exci,ing findings about the
extraordinary capacities of chikiren under three, and
provide anticipatory guidance about what is coming up
in the next few months. Their job is to assist parents in
the disco\ en, of temperamental variables, coping mech-
anisms, and special sensitivities in their particular child.
At this point in the project, the developmental special-
ists are trying to see as many newborns as possible ill
each practice, usually by accompanying the pediatrician
or nurse practitioner during %yell-child visits. In this
wav, the developmental specialist is introduced to the
famil \ in a personal way, hears what the health profes-
sional and parent say to each other, and l "blessed" by
the health professional as someone from whom the par-
ent can get additional information and insigA When
the pediatrician leaves the examining room, he e, she
may invite theparent to remain with the developmental
specialist ii the parent desires or to call back with ques-
tions.

Me developmental specialists also respond to
requests from the pediatricians or nurse practitioners to
observe particular children or to work on a snort-term
basis with families around child development issues
such as feeding, sleeping, excessive crying, and appro-
priate stimulation, and around parent development
issues such as choosing child care, feelings of inade-
quacy, and balancing family and work responsibilities.
Given their part-time availability, the developmental
specialists will need to seek a balance between making
sure that as many families as possible can avail them-
selves of their services and making sure that they devote
time and attention to children and families for whom
development does not seem to be progressing normally.

ZERO TO THREE's Developmental Specialist pro-
ject is predicated on the belief that parents themselves
drive their own learning process. Information about
typical development and expectations for future devel-
opment provide the context for learning about and
developing a mutually satisfying relationship with a
particular baby. The concerns and questions that parents
have at any particular point in time, that flow out of
their own experience, serve as the catalyst for %vi-at the
developmental specialists pay attention to anc how
they individualize their services.

Documenting the Developmental Specialists
in Pediatric Practice project
One of the central objectives of the Developmental Spe-
cialists in Pediatric Practice project is to pay attention to
the experience of the developmental specialists, with
children and families and as members of their respec-
tive health care teams. They are asked to spend several
hours of their 20-hour work week reflecting on and
recording their observations and insights into the nature
of the work. They are encouraged and giy-n time for

speciali/ed training opportunities (e.g., spending time
with a hopital-based lactation counselor or observing
other decelopmental specialists in the area). As they
encounter issues or subjects about which they \votdd
like to learn more, they find or seek help in identifying
appropriate training.

In addition, both des elopmental specialists partic-
ipate, together at this point, in twice-monthly supervi-
sory sessions with Stanley (;reenspan, a child psychia-
tristmd/or Serena Wieder, a clinical psychologist, to
talk through issues that arise in their interactions with
children and families and to e\ plore their own feelings
and reactions to the work. The supervisor\ sessions give
them an opportunity to reflect on their evolving rela-
tionships with various members of the practice in terms
of role differentiation, boundary issues, and their t.

place within the practice as a whole. They are able to
brainstorm about creative ways of responding to some
of the practical problems and limitations of very bus\
pediatric practices. The project directoi is in weekly cm-
tact with the developmental specialists and not only
provides feedback and support on questions and issues
that arise in their work but also keeps the project
focused on key questions.

We expect that the project will evolve, depending on,
among other things, our growing understanding of
what parents need most; our exploration of the most
cost-effective ways of providing what they need; the
developing relationship of the developmental special-
ists to their individual practices; and our increasing
understanding of broad health care policies and prac-
tices, particularly with respect to securing reimburse-
ment for preventive services for infants, toddlers, and
their families. This is challenging and fascinating work.
ZERO TO T R EE welcomes comments and insights
from readers' own experiences in trying to expand the
boundaries of pediatric primary care to support the
development of infants, toddlers, and their families.
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Providing Information and Support for Parents in
Pediatric Primary Health Care Settings:
An interview with Bernard Levy
Linda Eggbeer,
/ I RO t o lilt: Irl I he NationalC enter, Arlington, Virginia

nard 1 ev , a retired bu-anLss e\ecuti \ L., is a founding,
Board member ot / I R("; lo I IIRI I and currentft
serves as treasurer of the orga ni/a hon. Mr. I evy's com-
mitment to the primary pre\ ention of de\ elopmental
problems among young children is passionate and long-
standing. Fifteen \ ears ago, in the December, 1980 issue
ot: /ere to \Ir. I evv described to an interviewer his
concern about primary prevention for infants, toddlers,
and their families. I le spoke about the need tor parents
to be helped to understand the tremendous importance
ot the earliest years for healthy growth and develop-
ment. I le called for innovative approaches to develop-
mental and bAavioral assessment ot infants and tod-
tilers, and pointed to the pediatric setting as a logical
place for such enhanced services to be located.

Mr. Levy has championed the idea of bringing addi-
tional resources for infants, toddlers, and parents into
primary health (are settings for fifteen years. He is a
major funder of :FRO 1.0 TIIRE I 's Developmental
Specialist in Pediatrics Project (see Eggbeer, this issue),
which is e \ploring ways in which trained professionals
can be effectively integrated into primary health care
settings in order to assess children's emotional and cog-
nitive development in the same time frame that pedia-
tricians are assessing their physical development.

In this interview, Mr. Levy reviews the basis of his
commitment to increasing guidance and support for
parents of young children as a critical primary preven-
fion strategy.

Why do you believe so strongly that developmental
specialists in pediatric health care settings can and
should be a primary source of information and sup-
port for very young children and parents?
lealth care settings are, for now, the most logical, and

therefore the most likely, place to capture the attention
ot most parents at a time when parents are most
motivated to learn about infants, and about themselves
as new mothers and fathers.

When a new mother is in a pediatric setting, she's
'oinking "health" and she is trying to figure out what is
right for her baby. She is also challenged, thinking about
herself in her new role. I here are lots ol questions and
struggles. The issue is not the development of the child
alone, but also the dynamic changes taking place in the
parents themselves.

I know from nw own e\perience that mothers' and
fathers' emotional \\ ell-being affects how the\ are as
parents. "I hese issues are hard to raise, much less deal
with, in ,1 I2-minute visit with a pediatrician \\ ho is
clearly in a rush. A de\ elopment.il specialist in the pedi-
atric setting can better assess the childissess the rela-
tionship, and help the parent understand both

It is very important that the developmental special-
ist's e \pert Ise be recogni/ed; she is not "the pla \ lad \
"I he pediatrician can introd Lice the developmental spe-
cialist to parehts at the first \ isit by saying, "We ha \
been looking at :our baby's physical development. But
it is equally important to monitor every child's emo-
tional, social, and cogniti \ e development. The develop-
mental specialist has the e\ pertise to do that. We kvill be
w.orking together with You."

What are you learning from your conversations with
parents and business leaders about the need for
enhanced services for families of very young chil-
dren?

I'm learning that the level of knowledge varies enor-
mously, among parents and business people alike. Some
have a vague notion that some good should, would, or
could come from enhanc-d services in pediatric settings

but no one can put their finger on specific outcomes.
This is not as easy as identifying the benefits of immu-
ni/ations. With a few e \ceptions, most people I talk to
don't even understand that the first three years of lite
set the pattern that will stay with that child for life.

We have a big public education job to do. In a cost-
conscious climate, we can't just say, "An ounce of pre-
vention..." that won't cut it with the business com-
munity and policy makers. We have to demonstrate that
it is cheaper to prevent problems or treat them earlv. But
cost is not the sole issue. We have to make the case that
we have enough knowledge to help parents raise chil-
dren who are emotionally, socially, and cognitively
healthier who will become healthier adults.

Do you think that many parents are getting the kinds
and amount of help with parenting that they need?
I know of no parent who is getting the kind and amount
of help in parenting that he or she really needs. Even
with all the information available through parenting
books, magarines, television, and talk shows, parents
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still need a specialist who can talk with them about their
child, and what they bring to the business of being par-
ents, and how it all fits or is hard to fit together.

Information in books and the media is helpful, but it
is generic, and we are not gent ric parents raising
generic children. Furthermore, evei y one of us inter-
prets information through our own tilters. That is why
the developmental specialist is such a necessary ingre-
dient she can observe the specific parent with the
specific child and meet every child and parent where
they ae. Anything less individualized is likely to miss
the point and is not likely to be very helpful.

In your opinion, is the lack of support for parents the
result of insufficient understanding of the need,
insufficient cnoney, or other causes?

think that insufficient understanding is the key issue,
with parents as well as policy makers. If you don't feel
the first years of life are especially dynamic, and no sup-
port is being offered by the current system, you tend to
conclude that nothing is needed. Young parents' bud-
gets and public budgets are always squeezed. If no one
is saying that parents of infants and toddlers really need
individualized support and guidance, then it's not easy
to get limited resources dedicated to this population.

What do you hope the Developmental Specialist in
Pediatrics Project that you have funded will accom-
plish?

I hope that the project will:

demonstrate that early detection will prevent devel-
opmental problems or allow intervention to begin early,
before problems become so deeply ingrained that they
are essentially a permanent part of a child's personality.

demonstrate the economic- benefit ot dealing with a
problem while it is small, rather than waiting until it is

demonstrate that proper, individualized education ot
parents by a develop lental specialist reall is an
"ounce of prevention that is worth a pound ot cure." It
must be understood that education will not orik hi
about infants' development, but will also be about par-
ents' development.

demonstrate that using a.. _le strategics we have
talked about, we can raise children kN'ho can learn more
successfully and become adults who will f unit more
competently and healthfully (and less violently) in our
changing, challenging society. As we said in I leart .

children must be emotionally ready to learn and thus
eventually earn a living. They also need to be emotion-
ally ready to face frustration without resorting to vio-
lence -- in their homes or in the community. Children
need to be emotionally ready to work producti el with
other people.

Healthy emotional development begins in the first
three years. I am worried by much of what I see when I
look at today's young children and their parents how
little time they spend together, how little understanding
pal -nts and policy makers have of the importance of the
earliest years.

We have enough knowledge to start doing better b
our children, although in future years we'll know much
more. By the time you interview me again 15 years
from now? I hope that there will be a developmental
specialist in every pediatric health care setting to give
parents the information and support they need, and our
country's children need.

Head Start Opportunity

The National Head Start Bureau is expanding its pool
of professionals to serve as peer reviewers and/or on
consultant panels. Individuals who respond will auto-
matically be placed on a mailing list to receive
announcements concerning the availability of funds.
Interested people should send their name and mailing
address to Ellsworth Associates, Inc.; Attn Head Start
Reviewers and Consultants, N-A28, 8381 Old Court-
house Rood, Vienna, VA 22182; fax (703) 356-
0472; E-mail cclark@acf.dhhs.gov. Applications may
be submitted electronically by IBM-compatible PC
users who indicate their preference for a 3 1/2 or 5
1/4' disk.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 1 0
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Group Well-Child Care as a Method of
Providing Developmental Guidance in Pediatric
Care Settings
Lucy M. Osborn, M.D., M.S.F.11.

l'rotes-,or ot Pediatrics and Associate Vice President tor I it'a th tik lences
er-atv of Utah I lealth Sciences Center

A major goal for all those who work with children is to
maintain or restore health. Unfortunately, in the first
few cruci.11 years of life, the only contact the majority of
children ioutinely have with health professionals is
through physicians' offices and medical clinics.
Although the efficacy of what I term "office-based pre-
vention" has been questioned, there is little doubt that
wellness visits offer a unique opportunity to provide
developmental guidance for families. First, most fami-
lies will see a physician, nurse practitioner, or physi-
cian's assistant for several "check ups" in the first three
years of life. Second, when a family brings in a child for
a well visit, they are not stressed or concerned about a
specific illness. They will normally be very open to
working in concert with the health provider to examine
the child's life, to determine the possible threats to over-
all health, and to cooperatively find solutions to prob-
lems.

Certainly, the most critical issues are related to chil-
dren's social environment and their behavior and devel-
opment. It is unrealistic to expect that a health care
provider can make a truly effective intervention in the
R or 20 minutes normally allotted for the routine well

visit. During this short interval, the provider must
develop rapport with the family, give reassurance, iden-
tify potential or current problems, teach, and identify
obstacles to behavioral changes...a formidable task. In
this era of managed health care, in which productivity
of individual providers is generally measured in terms
of numbers of patients seen, rather than long-term
health outcomes, increasing the time spent per visit is
not a feasible solution.

Group well child care is one method for increasing
contact time with families without loss of time to prac-
tice. Rather than using the one-to-one format of a tradi-
tional medical encounter, the provider can schedule
four to eight families at the same time. The first forty-
five minutes to an hour (depending on the number of
children in the group) is spent discussing health issues,
normal development and behavior, social issues, and
observing and evaluating the child and family in the
group setting. This is followed by brief (five minute)
physical examinations and administration of immu-
nizations. Using the traditional format, the range of
time required to complete individual visits would be 60-

160 minutes; average time scheduled for the group is 90
minutes. I usually schedule the groups for late after-
noon, so that working parents can attend. This seems to
result in many more fathers attending the groups than
individual wellness visits.

Increased time available for patient education is one
obvious advantage of the group format. Our studies
have indicated that more of the recommended content
of well child visits is covered during the visits and that
parents are more active participants in the group dis-
cussions than they are during individual visits. The
dynamics of the group add to the value of this mode of
care. Parents of similarly aged children will have shared
concerns and sense that they are generally supported by
the other participants. Perhaps the greatest advantage of
groups, however, is the reassurance that parents feel
and an increase in their self-confidence regarding their
ability to manage their children's care. Group partici-
pants consistently comment that they enjoy observing
the other children. They are uniformly relieved to learn
that their child is not the only one with temper
tantrums, or night awakening, and that other parents
also feel stressed by the challenges of child-rearing.

Group care offers advantages to the provider 15 well.
One unique feature is the opportunity to observe both
the children and the parents over an extended period of
time. An hour spent with six two-year-olds is an educa-
tion in and of itself! As they play, the provider can see
how each family copes with a range of behaviors, from
friendly social interactions to temper tantrums. It is also
an opportunity to model parenting behaviors, as well as
to provide immediate, non-judgmental feedback to par-
ents. One frequently occurring example is watching one
child poised to hit another, taking his hand before the
blow, and saying, "I can see that you are angry and want
to hit Brian. That is not allowed. Why don't you tell him
you're mad instead?" Although this sounds like far too
complicated an interaction for young children, their
responses are amazingly varied and often surprisingly
positive.

Although I generally try to follow the recommended
guidelines for the content of the visit, the majority of the
time will be spent on social and behavioral issues. Over
time, as the group becomes more cohesive, the topics
become increasingly relevant and personal. An example
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is a fitteen-month group in which hitting, bitingind
violent behavior became a hot topic. One of the fa,hers
was a huge, gentle man who practically lectured the
group on the evils of using physical power to enforce
rules or control behaviors. A second father, a refugue
from Vietnam, was convinced that he needed to teach
his child to "defend himself," even at this tender age.
rhe child's mother became upsetind an argument
ensued. After a few moment., I interrupted, r. ing that
this seemed an issue that w( should talk about sepa-
rately At that point, another parent exclaimed, "No,
don't do that." She looked at the arguing parents and
laughingly said, "I am so glad vou did this. We do it all
the time at homeargue about what to dobut we
never do it in public. So what should we do to come to
some agreement about how to handle their behavior?"
The discussion that followed was both intense and,
according to each of the families present, incredibly
helpful and meaningful.

The discussion of family issues and behaviors and
development is intense because the problems are so
immediate, undeNtandable, and visible to parents. Pre-
vention and anticipatory guidance are two content areas
that will not be spontaneously introduced by the partic-
ipants. It is important to keep track of the conversation
and sometimes interrupt to assure that the essential top-
ics, such as accident prevention, receive adequate atten-
tion.

Although the group format offers many advantages,
there are certainly problems and obstacles to care that
must be overcome. Space and scheduling can be chal-
lenging. I ha e usually used a portion of the office wait-
ing room. 1k ause the space is relatively small and must
still be used by my partners' patients, I ask that parents
not bring siblings to the group visit. This not only con-
trols the number of children present, but also avoids the
disruption and distraction that siblings introduce to the
group process.

Scheduling group visits requires a dedicated, patient
receptionist. Prior to each group's visit, I will review the
upcoming schedule with the receptionist and set a date
for the subs( group 'isit. She is then able to fill (nit
both appointment and reminder cards prior to the
patients' arrival. When parents sign in, they are asked to
address the reminder cards, so that the address is cur-
rent. These are then filed by date and sent to the fami-
lies two weeks before the scheduled group. If patients
cannot attend the group visit, they are given an individ-
ual appointment. These visits can be problematic for
families who are accustomed to the group format. They
will expect the same amount of discussion to occur dur-
ing their 15-minute time slot!

The nurse who manages the group must also be com-
mitted to the concept, trained to expet t all the families
to arrive at once, and be able to cope with the large
bursts of demands and activities that occur immediately
before and after the group discussion. The first families

Will usually arrive prior to the appointment time. I-ho.e
children can be weighed and measured before the
group starts. They are then put into an examination
room immediately after the conclusion of the discus-
!,ion. While I examine these children, the nuNe lvill
weigh and measure the others, then administer immu-
niiations as the examinations are completed.

The group format is also not something that every
provider can enjoy. One's tolerance for chaos must be
relatively high! Also, the questions that are asked are
often quite challenging, and frequently not easily
answered. I he acceptability of the group process ako
seems to be dependent both I.:Fon the provider's style of
interaction and the population of patients seen. Group
visits are not for those who are most comfortable with
information giving, rather than problem solving. Some
patients and providers prefer a more expert or authori-
tarian style than the group process will allow.

Although the barriers to changing the mode of care-
giving can be large, the rewards can be equally great.
The pressures created by managed care are to increase
productivity. Group care certainly offers on i. method of
meeting these challenges through increasing the effi-
cacy of care without losing the time that is so essential
for patient education and developmental and behav-
ioral counseling. As Dr. Lawrence Nazarian stated
regarding the need to address some of the difficulties in
providing effective wellness care, "In the meantime, we
can keep enjoying healthy babies with wet grins and
bright-eyed little kids and get paid for it! Hardly anyone
else is so privileged."
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Pediatric Pathways to Success:
The Power of Pediatric Practice To
Support Families
Margot Kaplan-Sanoff, I d.I

Cif \. I i0,1-mtai

When I brought y baby to the pediatrU tan fiw the .first
time, I wa, o s«tred. I didn't know (l'lh'I/it'l I wa.-.frednig
her enou,gh. It what ,he zeas doing normal. I a.('rried
about the z..1-it to a long tune. I wondered whether the doc-
tor would think good mother.

It's not surprising that many new parents feel this way
about their first visit to their pediatric primary care clin-
ician with their tiny infant. As hospitals move towards
increasingly earlier post-partum discharge, families
bring their new burns home without the benefit of the
teaching and support which they used to receive in the
hospital. Often still exhausted from labor and delivery,
they discover that their sleepy one-day-old is becoming
more alert and demanding; he's crying and difficult to
console. This becomes the first challenge for all families:
learning to comfort and to understand their new baby,
to gain confidence as parents to care for their child.

For the one in four babies born into an impoverished
household, this challenge is compounded by limited
resources and lack of acct. ss to services (National Com-
mission on Children, 199 ). Lack ot money restricts a
family's ability to afford adequate housing, healthy
food, formula and diapers, and to live in a safe neigh-
borilood. Many families are unaware of community' pro-
grams developed to provide help and family support.
Others are reluctant to ask for help for fear of involve-
ment with child protection agencies. For these reasons,
the pediatric primary are clinician is often the only pro-
fessional who sees these babies on a regular basis.

These initial primary care visits provide a window of
opportunity to establish a therapeutic relationship with
the family and to help them access other needed ser-
vices such as WIC , maternal health care, Head Start for
older siblings, and literacy and job training opportuni-
ties. These early visits also offer a special opportunity to
connect the family with the health care system, to estab-
lish a trusting relationship with their pediatric primary
care clinician, and to understand the value of preventive
health care for themselves and their children.

At Boston City Hospital, we have developed an
enhanced model of pediatric primary care which uses
this wilidow of opportunity to support infant develop-
ment and to provide family support. Boston City Hos-
pital (13CH) is a large municipal hospital serving an
inner-city population. Of the over 1700 babies delivered

at BC II each year, 18% have been prenatally exposed to
drugs, 4 are discharged to homeless ,..helters, are
premature. A(ter deli y cry, mothers are routinelt dis-
charged with multiple appointment:- tor pediatric care.
postpartum follow-up, kVIC, drug treatment and coun-
seling. Not surprisingly, few families keep all ot these
appointments, which are often located in different parts
of town, and use different staff members and different
rules for scheduling visits at each site. llowever, what
we have learned from other programs, like the Women
and Infants Clinic at 130-1 (Kaplan-Sanoff & Rice, 19(42),
is that women will invariably take their newborns for
pediatric care, at least for the first six months. "I hese
mothers reported that taking their baby to their pedi-
atric primary care clinician made them feel like "good
parents"; going to a drug treatment or mental health
facility did not enhance their feelings of being good par-
ents. In this way, the power of the pediatric visit is two
fold: 1) it provides a window of opportunity to connect
families to other needed services and 2) it is non-stig-
matizing, providing parents with the opportunity to be
"good" parents.

When the doctor said that she had gamed almost a pound. I
was ';0 proud. I thought that inaube I ze,N doing ,;omething
right. Maybe I would be a good 111()Ill.

All parents want to be good parents for their infants.
They look tot their pediatric primary care clinician to tell
them that they are doing a good job. When clinicians are
aware of the normal anxieties of parents and respond
sensitively to parents' questions and underlying con-
cerns, they can begin to form a powyrful alliance with
families around issues that impact the health and devel-
opment of their young children. But for the pediatric
clinician, this responsibility presents a formidable chal-
lenge. The clinician is expected to provide anticipatory
guidance, perform developmental surveillance, recog-
nize and address parental issues of depression, sub-
stance abuse and domestic violence, teach safety and
injury prevention, advocate with the school system and
other social service agencies, manage behavioral issues
and immunize children all within the context of a 15-
20 minute health supervision visit. Clearly there is
limit to the clinician's ability to address such a daunting
agenda (Zuckerman & Parker, 19(/5).
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Pediatric Pathways to Success
:o help pediatric primary care clinicians meet the corn-

plc\ needs of infants and families, particularly those
families living in poverty, Boston City Hospital initiated
an enhanced medical-educational model for delivering
pediatric primary care. Pediatric Pathways to Success
strives to maximize and expand the opportunities for

providing child development information and parent
support during the pediatric visit. The goals of Pediatric
Pathways are: 1) to support child health and develop-
ment, 2) to support feelings of confidence in parents,
and 3) to support the clinical effectiveness of the pedi-
atric practice to meet the needs of children and families.
To accomplish these goals, Pediatric Pathways created a
multidisciplinary team ot primary care clinicians, fam-
ily advocates, and early childhood specialists who work
directly with the family to ensure that, in addition to
pediatric care, they receive the services they need. These
may include WIC and AFDC, health insurance/Medic-
aid, information about food pantries, housing and
employment, legal advocacy, drug treatment, smoking
cessation programs, and maternal health care.

Pediatric Pathways also provides child development
information to families through anticipatory guidance,
home visits, parent handouts, and developmental sur-
veillance. All children have "developmental check-ups"
at six-month intervals. Older siblins are also included
in the program with attention paid to their social/emo-
tional and educational needs through developmental
screening, enrollment in Head Start, public school, spe-
cial education services and summer camp.

1 4

The role Of the ranuly Ail-cocates
Many families struggling with issues of poverty are so
overwhelmed with the stress of daily living that they
arc not able to Wilt entrate on their child's developmen-
tal needs. 1 hey are «int erned about the basicsfood,
clothing and shelter (Frank et al., I it,t1). In order to
address these basic sur\ I\ a I issues, tamilies with a child
under six months ot age OW 1110 by a Pathwas family
advocate when the\ conic tor their well child \ isit.
family advocate \vorks as part of the pediatric practice;
she sees the tanul \ during the \veil child \ iSits and
works with th, primary care clinidah to assure that the
needs of the family art.. being met, especially in relation-
ship to the child's griiwth a -id development. For some
tamilies, the tamil \ ad VOCate may help them apply iltr
Medicaid or VVIC benefits. For other families, she ma \
%vork with the substance abuse/mental health specialist
to help parents acces, drug treatment and child care or
to encourage them to attend a twelve-step group. Once
their basic needs have been addressed (even if they can-
not be completely met), families tend to be more open to
suggestions about their child's learning, temperament,
behavioral style, and developmental needs. rhe family
advocate provides family support during the pediatric
visit by encouraging the parent to ask questions and
raise concerns about the child. She listens carefully to
parents, gives them developmental information about
their child and provides handouts which highlight the
milestones which most children will accomplish by the
next visit and a list of culturally appropriate activities
which parents can do with their children to help them
meet those milestones.

Most importantly, because the family advocates are
representative of. the cultural, ethnic and racial back-
grounds of the families served by BCI 1, they help bridge
the gap between medical practice, social services, corn-
munity programs and family needs. Parents will often
tell the family advocate about child-rearing practices
which they think the primary care clinician would dis-
approve of, like starting solids early by mixing cereal in
the bottle. The family advocate explains the reason why
the primary care clinician might not agree with the prac-
tice, but she also supports the parents' need to have
their parenting approaches heard and considered. She
can discuss the cultural meaning of the parents' child-
rearing practices with the clinician and educate the clin-
ician about other cultural practices related to child care.
Finally, she explores whether parents have enough
money tor additional formula which the child may
need, and she helps parents adjust their child-rearin
practices to meet the needs of their children, especially
in the case of children who are at risk for growth prob-
lems.

The primary care clinician and the family advocate
are the core of the Pathways team. Enrollment of fami-
lies into Pathways was specifically designed for families
with infants under six months of age. This allows time
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Table 1 Pediatric Pathways to Success: Staffing patterns and responsibilities

Team Member Disdpline

primaiv c are ( Iwdiatric law pediatric nurse prac !Monet

Lund\ ad\ c x ate

eat \ hildhoM spe(

att(Inle\

ommunik \nrker, \\ omen's ail\ (ic ate;
"I 1 )n-m.1unit\ inorn-

Responsibilities

hild (feud( ymcht
_ .

farnik support, «immunity-based
referrals, follo\\ -up and c ase man-
agement

early Inter\ ention spec ialki; dovviopment (.hild development information
spec ialist; cad\ I hildhood educ ator developmental assessment

family support
supervision of ,1( K t atps

lawyer: legal adso( legal issues: eligibility for \VIC, Stil,
etc ., I ustodv, immigration, parole

substance abuse mental health osvc hiatric nurse; soc ial Aorker; psvc hologist maternal mental health assessment
spec ialist substance abuse Ireatnlent

smoking Cessation
* supervision of advoc ates

for a relationship to develop between the family, clini-
cian and family advocate during the early well child vis-
its scheduled at 2 weeks, ()IR. month for immunizations,
2 , 4 and (-) months as determined by AAP guidelines.

The power of this initial relationship allows the fam-
ily advocate to introduce parents to the other members
of the Pathways team suill as the early childhood spe-
cialist, the substance abuse/mental health specialist and
the attorney. Table 1 outlines the Pathways staff posi-
tions and roles for which each one is responsible. The
family advocate helps parents understand the roles
played by each team member. She introduces the family
to the early childhood specialist who performs the
developmental checkup and then works with the family
and the early childhood specialist to refer children to
appropriate educational programs and support services
as needed. If the family advocate has concerns about
parent-child interaction, she will support the interven-
tion work of the early childhood specialist through
home visits and play sessions. Similarly, if the family
advocate has concerns about the parents, she will con-
sult with the substance abuse/mental health specialist
on the team to help the family address their problems.
She may also supporc families to enter drug treatment,
to obtain restraining orders against abusive partners, to
seek counseling and/or medication for depression, and
to attend the weekly Narcotics Anonymous group for
pregnant and parenting women sponsored by Path-
ways. Finally, she will work with the attorney affiliated
with Pathways to help families with issues of custody,
immigration, denial of benefits, etc.

As the family advocate introduces the family to the
rest of the Pathways team, she extends the power of the
primary relationship which she has developed with the

family to the other team member; she "blesses" the team
members with the trust which she has established with
the family. Families are more receptive to the child
development information given by the early childhood
specialist when they sense that "their" family advocate
trusts this professional. They are also more receptive to
new information when they have experienced being
heard and validated by their family advocate in their
concerns about their child. Parents are often Willing to
try different child-rearing stratogies when they feel that
they have already been successful in parenting their
baby.

On those occasions when the family advocate deter-
mines that the family may need to have "an authority
figure" set limits on their behavior, she can use the early
childhood specialist or the mental health speciahst to
reinforce her concerns. For example, one teenage
mother with a language-delayed toddler and an irrita-
ble young baby missed several well child appointments,
even after the family advocate had called to remind her
of the dates. When she showed up for a sick child visit
several days later, the family advocare introduced her to
the early childhood specialist, who was familiar with
the case and was aware of the family advocate's frustra-
tion with this young mother. Instead of being intro-
duced to the mother by her first name, which is the corn-
mon practice, the early childhood specialist was intro-
duced quite formally as "Dr. Jones". This was a clear
signal between team members that the family advocate
needed the early childhood specialist to set firm limits
with the mother about her behavior and to explain the
consequences of her behavior, both for her rattler vul-
nerable children and for her involvement with the child
protection agency. This team approach allows the fam-
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ilv adx.ocate to maintain her alliance with the family as
the "good provider," while using the authority of the
early childhood specialist as the "tough provider." In
situations like this, close comnumication with all team
members, especially the primary care clinician, is crucial
to avoid splitting of providers by the family.

Clinical supervision is therefore critical to the success
of Pathways. Family advocates meet weekly with the
Clinical Director and mental health specialist to discuss
ongoing cases, review stressful interactions with other
health care and social service providers who work with
families, and reflect on the challenges of working with
difficult families. Fstablishing boundaries between
work and community and avoiding burnout have also
been intense topics tor supervision, since the advocates
live in the same neighborhoods as the families and fre-
quently run into families in the community on the
weekends. Supervision helps the advocates set limits on
their work and adjust their expectations for families.
Early in the project f(..r example, one advocate casually
referred to an 11:30 I'M call to her pager from a parent
who wanted to talk aboUt his frustration with finding
child care for his infant son. Through the supervisory
process, the advocate explored different ways to be
available to parents during working hours and to set
limits on parents' need to contact her in the late evening.

The role of the early childhood specialists
The early childhood specialist usually meets the family
at the first "developmental checkup," at the six month
pediatric visit. The early childhood specialist conducts a
brief developmental screening, observes the parent-
child interaction, and asks the parent(s) "how things are
going at home." Although the primal v purpose of the
developmental screen is to determine if the child needs
to be referred for early :ntervention or other services, it
is also used as an opportunity to extend the alliance
between the family and the pediatric practice. As a
member of the Pathways team, the early childhood spe-
cialist reinforces how well the parents are doing at sup-
porting their child's development, validates their con-
cerns, and re-frames the baby's behavior within the con-
text of normal child development. For example, parents
are often embarrassed when their six-month-old puts
every toy used during the screening in his mouth. This
offers a wonderful opportunity to talk about how most
babies mouth things to learn about them, to encourage
parents to allow the baby to explore new things, to dis-
cuss parental anxiety about choking, to discuss safety
precautions, and to ask parents what they thought
about their baby's behavior during the screening.
Developmental checkups occur during the well child
visit, but it is the early childhood specialist who has the
child development expertise and the time to spend with
the family, allowing the pediatric clinician to attend to
other patients.

The early childhood specialist explains why such

seemingly unimportant tasks, like using a pincer grasp
to pick up a cheerio, are important windows into the
baby's development and learning. As one mother said,
"when I realized that all the mess he was making with
his food was really helping him to learn, I told my
mother to stop worrying about the kitchen floor. \Iv
baby is learning." The parents are asked who the ball\
reminds them of and whether the infant's temperament
and behavior were what they expected it to .be. Both
questions allow parents to discuss their hopes and
dreams for their child as well as to raise concerns which
they might have about the baby's behavior.

lopmental checkup and every well
child visit from six months on, each child is given a
developmentally and culturally appropriate book to
keep through the Reach Out and Read Project (Needl-
man 6: Zuckerman, 1992). When parents see how
delighted the baby is with the book, how she gums it
and bangs it and then settles in to look at the pictures,
they are excited to see their child being "successful" at
such an important task as learning to read. For parents
struggling to overcome poverty, being successful in
school is a powerful goal, one which speaks to the aspi-
rations of all parents. It is a particularly important goal
to parents who want their children to move out ot
poverty into successful jobs and better neighborhoods.
By making explicit the connections between infant
development and later school learning, the Pathways
team seeks to mobilize parents to attend to their infant's
learning and behavior.

After a developmental checkup, parents often
express their wish to tell their family advocate the
results of their child's developmental screening; they
want to share their pride in their child with her. This
marks a significant step in the parent-provider relation-
ship, consolidating the alliance between the parent and
the family advocate. It also allows the early childhood
specialist and the family advocate to reinforce the pow-
erful connection between the child's learning ano the
parents' child-rearing approaches. Many parents are
unwilling or unable to take credit for their
accomplishments; they are afraid to assume such an
intimate relationship with their infaot duc to previous
losses or their own childhood experiences. Pathways
team members work hard to reinforce that what the par-
ent does and how a parent relates to their child makes a
difference to how the child grows and learns.

The benefits of pediatric pathways to
infants, families and pediatric care

Pediatric Pathways to Success enrolled 184 children
under six months of age during the first eighteen
months of the project: 40% are African-American, 25"1.
are Haitian, 13% are Latino, 5% are Asian and the rest
(17%) are African, Caucasian, Caribbean and Cape
Verd can.
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Of the 184 children who were initially enrolled in Pedi-
atric pathways, I 'it) are still actively involved in the pro-
granl. 1 hirteen percent have transferred to other local
health facilities. I he drop-out rate after the first eigh-
teen months is extremely low, only 2.2"., compared to
approximately. 45". for the entire pediatric well child
practice at Boston City I lospital and 12". nationwide.
Pathway, otters a broad safety net that some new par-
ents need to maintain their compliance with pediatric
well child care visit,. It a Pathways child does not show
up for a scheduled appointment, the family advocate
call, to find out if the parents need any help getting to
the appointment. For some parents struggling with
poverty, repeated visits for well child care may appear
Unnecessar and overly burdensome. For other parents,
there is a language 'cultural barrier to continuity of care.
Often, a call from the family advocate, who can speak to
the family in their primary language, helps them feel
more comfortable with the health care system and helps
them to understand why the baby needs to return for
pediatric care even when she is not sick.

For some families, the ability to organize themselves
and their children to get to the hospital by bus and sub-
wav requires extraordinary measures. The family advo-
cate's goal is to help families attend to their children's
health care needs as their first priority. Nine Pathways
families, with help from their family advocate, chose to
use more conveniently located neighborhood health
facilities for their children. Finally', for families affected
by substance abuse or domestic issues, personal encour-
agement from the program through phone contact, let-
ters, cards and/or home visits from the family advocate
can sometimes help a parent be more aware of the
baby's health needs.

Eighty-eight percent of all Pediatric Pathways fami-
lies are fully up-to-date in their immunizations, com-
pared to only 45", of all Boston children y;ho are fully.
immunized by age 2. None of the children have abnor-
mally. high lead levels, nor have any been referred to
the Grow Clinic tor failure-to-thrive. Because both lead
poisonng and malnutrition in very young children can

to developmental delay, reading problems, and
behavioral disturbances, it is significant that Pathways
children have been protected from these environmental
risk factors which are often associated with poverty.

A chart review of a random sample of 50 I3C1-1 pri-
mary care patients under the age of 2 indicates 330
emergency room visits, with an average of 6.6 ER visits
per patient. In contrast, a random sample of 120 Path-
ways children under eighteen months of age had only
177 emergency room visits, with 1.5 visits/patient. In
the same chart review, 32% of 13C11 children under two
had been hospitalized since birth (16 out of 50). Only
two Pathways children were admitted to the hospital
during the first eighteen months of the project. Given
the national agenda to reduce health care costs, it is

impressiy e that (he use ot the emergency nconi and hos,-
pitalizations were signiticantly n duced for Pathways

supp».t
Almost ex cry family who has been asked to participate
in Pediatric Pothvays has been willing to enroll in the
program. '.-mme proceed ys ith CalittlW1 based, in part, on
their prior negative experiences with programs
designed "to help." 'Mt' following vignette is typical of
the experiences of many tamilie, ,1s they develop rela-
tionships with the Pathways team.

\ts. I )on ds was approac hed hy 1.11111k Ad\ tIt he!
111,,t im).-\ eel, %tell \ \\ oh the pediame noise prat ti
hone!. kt,ls 111111.1th «int o-tned ahtult enrolling hiq
hit(' ddell4htef III p,(1.41.11i1 'The \Ad'. e,,pee dithcnc-,

dhUllt the Mk' (11 !he Llends \\ .1, she .1 stle iii
it(If kct trom the huspil,)1? .\1,. Don a. «mtintled Ic e\ple.,
one ccci aliout the 1,111111\ -Viso( ale. but she agreed to ',am(

tpate. At the one-month \ oat, she talked about her tildee son,
who wanted a joh tor the summer. she. was delighted w hen
Ann. the 1 Arndt Ad\ (watt.. c elicit het with intoimation about
the Summei )(Atoll lobs Program. Iwo weeks later. Ms. I Mr( d
( 1111(1 Ann. I ter \\ clime c he( k had clot arrived and she. had lie)

milk en diapers toi the bak. She is.t t rOng and denn-,sed.
Ann arranged to meet Ms 1 )eire as at the hospital to pie k up
(Ana diapers and formula. the sue c esstul resolution ot that
list ( quit Id\ brought a second e all to Ann. Ms. I )ore as
admitted that she. was ha\ mg innual chiuk ulties aml appeared
open to seeing a maiiiage «ionselor. She told Ann. "Calling
sou. 1 telt like. 1 had a hiend to talk tc)." At the two-month \ tsit.
\I.,. Dore as in\ ited Aim to the habt ',..(ho,,teniog. Ann
dee hned the in\ itation, but sene bahv hook from Pathwas 5 as
a present.

Ms. Don e ontinued to bring ',aid for her well c Mel \ isits
and the. bah\ was giov cc g well. At so, months she perfoimed
within imintal limits for het cc Met led age (WI the deVeittpt11011-
1,11 Wert .111(1 IIM11.1(.11 l'(.110111A1 few problents \vith her c. are.

Soon after that t ,41 ailed the. Lentils Advm ate again. She .
te del Ann that her older son had mo\ eel ci with his aunt. In
lac t. the. son had tiled a «implant! with child [mote( hon. stat-
ing that his mother was ignoring his needs in (awe en the. nes\
bak. lie telt neglee ted by his mother and in (orifice. t with his
stepfather. who was Sara's lathe'''. Baby SaM was a c heeded 7
month old, smiling at evei \ one ,ind the delight of the. house-
hold, \vhile the fifteen-year-old son was struggling with nornial
adoles«,ni issues and felt abandoned. Ann spoke with child
prow( tion on behalf o( Ms. 1)orcas and arranged for the son to
see a counselor. Site «intinued tei support Ms. 1)orcas' parent-
ing of the. baby.

At 011e year, the baby \vas observed by the early c hildluiccd
sj)e( ialist to have weak motor utile. in her leAVer extremities
and, in «instillation with the primary t are. c link ion, ,1 referral
was made kir tie ( upation,d therapy, whie h has eontinued
through weekly home visits. Re( ently, Ms. Dore as expressed
interest in returning to work and was enthusiastic alum(
enrolhng in the I imily I iteracy Program at 0(1 I. She is now
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II king x;iek; ith d to) ( (mniplete liii ( ;1 I ) \Ode
JIM arc pimu I e PaI 1.1 I . I I atInA

ifiraiv Ann is helping ms. not( is lom ale 1111(1 cafe in
lii mmillionii\ sit that ,The / an begin )01., hit- a it Ili

Many of the role: which the Family Advocate
assumed with Ms. Dorcas were not diro-tly related to
the balls or her medical care. Yet the successful resolli-
tion of that first crisis involving the baby's immediate
needs tor food and cl, tiling 1:onvinced Ms. I )orcas that
the Family Advocate could be trusted with family busi-
ness. Her villingnes, to discuss marital and tarnily dif-
ficulties, her ability to follow through on difficult men-
tal health referrals and her desire to actively use the
resoiirces fered b \ the program speaks to the power of
that first intervention based on the baby's needs. Ms.
Dorcas bniught her premature baby to the pediatric
practice for health care; she now uses l'ediatric Path-
ways tor child development information, family sup-
pm trtmd job training.

prectiveness of pediatric practice
I he pediatric primary care clinicians involved with
Pathways have been uniformly enthnsiastic in their
response to the program. As one clinician says, "Noth-
ing falls through the cracks anymore. I have more time
to make relationships with families because I don't have
to worry about all the needs of a family. If I spend time
in the office listening to a mother's concerns about the
domestic violence which the children witness in the
hi. mme, I know that the family advocate will follow-up
with all the things I haven't talked about--nutrition and
development. Pathways is a safety net for our patients".

Discussions with parents about child safety, nutri-
tion, and development are often put on hold in the face
of an impending crisis. For some families, especially
those involved in substance abuse or domestic violence,
crises become a way of "organizing" their lives; the chil-
dren get sick, transportation vouchers get lost or stolen,
tlwv are evicted. It is hard to focus on child develop-
n lent in the face of homelessness; however, the role ot
;he Pathways Worn is to stav in dos' touch with the
family, oversee the health and development of the child
during the cr:isis, and to "be there" for the family during
and after th..s crisis. The family advocate is often the
provider who represents the pediatric practice for the
family, ensuring the health and well being of the chil-
dren. Riding out a crisis with a family Teinforces the
therapeutic relationship and strengthens the bond
between the pediatric practce and the family. A Path-
ways clinician explained alliahce in this way: "It's
not about just givMg out a toy orra book; its about let-
t:Jig families know that we care abnut them."

The Pathways team members ha 'e learned quite a lot
front the experience of working on a multidisciplinary
team. Through joint well child visits with the family,
pediatric primary care clinicians hear what the family
advocates emphasize, how they re:Tond to cultural

1

Olt.'\,* support a family etforts or set limits
on a 1,-,mily's behavior. Ihe family advocates, in turn,
learn how to talk with a family about medical condi-
tions, substance abuse, or domestic violence and the
effects on their children. Families learn, that their chil-
chvil's health is allected by adult behavior, and they
experience a new type of therapeutic relation:hip with
the health care system. Families learn which team mem-
ber to call with their question or concern and gain (on-
Iidence in their abilit\ to access information and help
tor their children.

Conclusion
As a model of enhanced pediatric care, Pediatric Path-
ways uses the pediatric well child visit as a window of
opportimity to address critical issues which impact on
child growth and development. The ko component to
the success ot Pathways is the relationship which the
family develops with the primary care clinician and the
family advocate. Child development information and
family support can then be provided within the context
of those two relationships. Pediatric Pathways focuses
on three simple, yet key points. First, Pathways empha-
sizes to parents, providers and the community th,it the
early childhood years from birth to three really matter.
Using the I WO ;tiirt principles (P-N2), we have mobi-
lized health, educational and community resources On
behalf of very young children. Second, child health and
development can best be promoted when families feel
validated in their concerns about their caregiving
responsibilities and supported in their desire to feel con-
fident as parents, to feel like "good parents." Finally,
Pathways has created a model of medical-educational
collaboration which makes pediatric practice more
effective in nleeting the needs of young children and
families by expanding the vision of pediatric care from
one which focuses exclusively on health to (tne which
provides child development information and family
support within the context of the child's pediatric care.
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The Soho Parenting Center:
A model for the integration of a parenting service into a
pediatric practice
Lisa Spiegel, M.A.md Jean Kunhardt, M.A.
Soho Parenting Center, New `i ork Cav

New parenthood is a dramatic lite change. The intensity
of feelings coupled with the often challenging nature ot
c.lring tor cl new baby o'..1 humble even the most confi-
dent and competent Aults. During thece early months.
many parents become attached to and dependent upon
their baby's pediatrician. After parents watch him or her
give the first exam, confidently springing the baby's
wiry legs and checking the tiny heartbeat, this doctor
fast becomes a central and critical new figure in a fam-
ily's life. The pediatric visits of early infancy, though fre-
quent, are typically not frequent enough to satisfy the
needs of new parents. As they become immersed in the
wonder, excitement, fear, and confusion of their new
responsibility, parents often experience new levels of
neediness: the need for information, confirmation of
their observations and instincts, and a receptive ear to
hear their concerns and questions.

Drs. Marie Keith and Robert Coffey of The Soho Pedi-
atric Group in New York City recognize and normalize
this developmental crisis in family life by including a
parenting center in their pediatric practice. The Soho Par-
enting Center, co-directed and founded by Jean Kun-
hardt, M.A., and Lisa Spiegel, M.A., offers a range of
parenting and psychological services to families at the
Soho Pediatric Group. They have taken this service from
its infancy to a popular parenting center that is fully
integrated into this large pediatric practice. The integra-
tion of The Soho Parenting Center into a primary care set-
ting is the realization of a dream that Spiegel and Kun-
hardt began to formulate eight years ago. This article
traces the Center's development and uses case material
to illustrate the importance of combining pediatric med-
icine with psychological services. This progressive
approach more fully supports the normal developmen-
tal process of family life and helps to effectively track
and treat families in need of therapeutic intervention.

A "tour" through the Soho Pediatric Group/Soho Par-
enting Center helps to give a sense of the on-site nature

lean kunhardt and Lisa cylegel tire t o tilifhors of filo lot thcoming
book, Circle t)t Alother, to be publislwd by Avon Press in ,,,pring,
whi. flw book chronicles one of Soho l'arenting Center's eight-week

nuither-intant groups. It delves into important issues of intant de% el
opnwnt as will as mothers' emotional responses to becoming a par-
ent.

o' these joined services. One enters a large waiting room
filled with toys and a wealth of parenting inaga/ines
and resources. From here, one door leads to Hie Soho
Parenting Center's main room. \ va Ils ore co\ ered
with children's art and photo collages recording eight
years of mother-intant groups. On any weekday morn-
ing one can watch a group ot toddlers playing with their
teachers at the water table, or hearing a story, or danc-
ing with scarves while their mothers sit in a circle ot
chairs across the room. The women are engaged in dis-
cussion about some aspect of parenthood, led by one ot
the counselors. The topic may be limit setting, or
changes in their marriages, or the mechanics and emo-
tional impact of toilet training. The discussions are inti-
mate and intense and often peppered with laughter and
tears. l'here is an easy workable flow between the chil-
dren's play areii and the circle of mothers.

Next comes a smaller consultation roim-i: here a
woman is engaged in ind iv id ua I psychothera py.
Although her baby was gaining adequate weight, she
was experiencing pervasive anxiety about her ability to
nui-ture her. Her baby's pediatrician recommended a
consultation with one of the parenting specialists.
Through exploration of her anxiety she soon realized
that her presen-dav worries had their roots in her own
childhood. Once treatment was underway she
expressed great relief at the easing of tension with her
baby.

Down another corridor there are five medical exam
rooms, a nurses' station, a hearing and vision room, a
conference area, and the doctors' office area. Among the
bustling activity there is a relaxed and familial quality
between the medical staff and the families they treat.

At the end of this hall of examining rooms is one last
consultation room. It is big enough for a play session or
a family consultation. Here another counselor is meet-
ing with a couple embroiled in conflict over their baby's
erratic sleep patterns. The mother cannot bear to let the
baby cry, but the father is demanding that they regulate
the baby's sleep. Their disagreement has uncovered
some longstanding marital discord that needs some
immediate attention before the counselor can help thi iii
come up with a workable sleep plan.

This present-day scenario illustrates how two differ-
ent disciplines can work together ';o provide compre-
hensive care for familie.1 vitl, young children. Spiegel
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and Kunhardt's early experiences on staff at Bellevue
1 lospital in New Yolk City helped to provide the foun-
dation for the idea behind this parenting center. I.isa
Spiegel ha-, a Masters degree in developmental psychol-
ogy from Columbia University. She began her experi-
ence at Bellevue I lospital in 1982 as a children's coun-
selor in the Adolescent Mothers Gi,)up in the Depart-
ment ot Child and Adolescent Psychiatry. Ill I987)

Spiegel also began working in the Child Lite Depart-
ment in Outpatient Pediatrics, running a developmental
screening program in the hallway of the clinic. This play
program was set up on mats with toys for children ages
birth through three years. ['heir mothers sat in chairs
around the perimeter of these mats while waiting tor
their child's pediatric appointments. Ihe aim of this
prograrn was to provide information and guidance for
parents while informally assessing their child's devel-
opment. l'he pediatrician was then easily contacted it
there was tiorne concern about the child or parent's
functioning.

At the same time, Jean Kunhardt was running a sim-5
ilar program in the playroom of the clinic for children
ages three to seven. Kunhardt received her Master's
degree in Special Education from Bank Street College.
She had been a second and third grade teacher at a pri-
vate elementary school and taught emotionally dis-
turbed and developmentally delayed children. With a
solid foundation in both normal and abnormal child
development she joined Bellevue's Child Life team in
1984. There, along with the play screening program, she
coordinated the family counseling component of the se
abuse clinic.

Kunhardt and Spiegel also worked in the Adolescent
Parenting Program, which combined a parenting group
with pediatric and gynecological care. They provided
play therapy and counseling for families struggling
with the debilitating effects of AIDS, homelessness,
abuse and neglect. They received clinical supervision
and training from experts in the fields of psychiatry,
clinical psychology and social work. This training
served as a model for the collaboration between psy-
chological and medical services.

In 1987, both Kunhardt and Spiegel left Bellevue,
began their own families and personally experienced
the unmatchable and life-transforming nature of
becoming a parent. Although their professional experi-
ences and graduate work laid the foundation for their
ideas about parenting and psychological development,
it xvas really more their own experience of being moth-
ers together that inspired the creation of ParenThlk,
their early parenting program.

With babies in tow, and masking tape on their stroller
handles they posted handmade flyers on Broadway
advertising their first Mother-Infant Group. Eight moth-
ers and their babies gathered weekly for two months in
Spiegel's living room to discuss their baby's develop-
ment as well as their own emotional response to becom-
ing mothers. The women needed to talk about the dra-

matic changes in their lives, their ideas about work,
about marriage, sexuality and friendship as well cis the
intricate details of their baby sleep, eating and need
for comfort and play.

flaying heard through a mutual colleague at Belle-
vue that 1)rs. Robert Coltey and \ larie Keith were inter-
ested in providing parenting services to their patients,
Spiegel and Kunhardt approached them with the idea
of working together. Dr. Keith had also trained at Belle-
vue I Iospital and both doctors rect)gnized the potential
benefit to integrating medical and psychosocial ser-
vices. With a mutual long-range vision in mind, the first
Mother-Infant Groups were begun in a space adjacent to
the doctors" medical offices.

Keith and Coffey encouraged mothers to join
Mother-Infant Groups and also began referring families
for individual consultation when behavioral and par-
enting concerns required more in-depth attention.
Because the therapists were on-site these gentle referrals
became a more effective method of intervening when a
family was experiencing difficulty.

Parents responded with enthusiasm to the doctors for
their lo.ferral to ParenTalk. Dr. Keith remembers:
rarly it/ the course of our collaboration. when our patients
chose to join Mother-Infant Groups, it became obvious that
tlw bemlits to the mothers were significaiit. They developed
a sjwcial kind of self-confidence about providing loz,ing can'
Os well as age appropriate lit nits. Not only did our patients
derive enormous assistance .trom this pro,szrant, but we were
also aided. We had a marked decrease in telephime considts
and lime spent zvith patient-; over issues that Kunhardt and
tijiiegel 0 m1,1 Iiaiu lie eith expertise.

The service quickly grew:, adding a Mother- hiddler
program, groups for second-time mothers, evening
groups for working parents, and an ongoing therapy
group for mothers. The service also offered individual
parent counseling, play therapy, long-term psychother-
apy and marital counseling. In 1992, another therapist,
Barbara Melson, M.S. ADTR, joined the practice. Over
time Spiegel, Kunhardt, and Melson have become a
trusted resource that families turn to for developmental
guidance, support and therapeutic intervention.

"File pediatricians report that parents are more likely
to request and follow through when that therapeutic
support comes from someone the parent has had con-
tact with since the birth of the baby.

A family who comes for assistance with their five-
month-old's sleep problem comes for help when their
child resists toilet training at age three. A couple who
has been in a New Parents Group calls one year later
when they are experiencing marital conflict over chil-
drearing issues. A one time member of a Mother-Infant
Group schedules a consultation three years later, wor-
ried that her child is not developing language appropri-
ately. Dr. Coffey comments:

The availability of individual counseling around specific
parenting problems has allowed us to provide early interven-
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famthe, before All prollem, ()me crk,es,

l. pwettled on-.1te not (arm the -41:ona tlhit "mite
patient, oho/ attach to 'iNycholo,:ical- or emot tonal' tam
th, problem, theN. eic/ce.4 b an open acknowl
cil.intent Obit ail tanulle:- at tone, arid Ilhn
onnit front .1 tru,le,1 inote,,Ional can enricli and empoiro
pawnt,.

In ILK/3, Drs. Cohe% and Keith along with Kunhardt
and spiegel agreed to more tullv integrate thenr two ser-

Lich fancily using the Soho Pediatric Group
would now be entitled to a N rinI counseling compo-
nent duriag their child's first year of care. An eight-
week Mother-Intant Group, a New Parents C.,roup or
three intik idual parent counseling sessions n,:w to
be an integral part ot regular pediati are. In the same
year. I he Soho Pediatric Group and ParenTalk moved to
a new Soho lott which could house both practices. lo
reflect the e\pansion ot -ers ices as well as the closer
att illation with the doctors, Paren'Ialls was renamed The

Pine,, tu cu, Center.

Fhe following two case reports illustrate the power
and eftectiveness of this progressive approach to pedi-
atric care.

11/annali and het husband len. brought their son 1 in,i. to the
',oho Pediatric ( 'amp tor his medic al (are and so wen, enntled
to a I hot( e (it parent 1 ounseling option:. I he R.5 owed tot the

Hick 'dual c ounseling sessions and c tOgether tor a (on,,u1-
Idtion when I ira was 3 months old. Though they stated to

Spiegel that the\ wanted some gurdatic e about 1 /ra's eating. it
bec c. teat In the nisi fess minutes ot the meeting that
sii/annall was agitated and Micritli about more than leeching
het babs.

\Vhde fen held I im and roc ked 111111. Suiannah began to

«intide that she was has iflu2, a clinic ult adjustment to mother-
hood. 1 ind s,us ()Hen c ranks and demanding and she felt angrs
at him mu( h ot the time Spiegel asked questions to round
out the pic lure Suiannah resealed 1 well of sell-douht about
her abilities a- a mother \\ oh her husband's urging and sup

,ace told about her own mother's histors tti mental illness
and her worr\ that she too was -1 and would damage
I /ra She e\periem (41 persistent ssoirs that 1 ira would "not
make be a lowr.- broader tamds history also un( meted
an Um Ii s% slIffered 11.0111 111,11111 -depiessise disorder and

who nes er was able to lease home mci establish a life on his
own.

enleiged lrom her (IMO ult upbringing a sensitive,
set highls vulnerable person who allv suffered from
anmery ,md depression. She had gone Into mothering feelMg
!hal nurturing bobs sviiirld somehow tree her from this past
and instead tound herself ine\tritably bound to it. fell VV1'.. able

50111?, yen,' positive praises of his wite's ability to care
tor and nurture I /ra and attest to her «mnei tiim to lum. It

`.14'111(41 Ihof 111.11111.111'. uogolive `411.1111,11(' .111(1 w"1111', .1110111

I /fa telt overwhelming hut in t did not totalls keep hel trom
heMg asailahle to her baby.

Spiegel e\plored further and found that Suiannah had been
in treatment for several years in her m 20's but bad disi

she met ,intl Wattled ICH. \hilcnitd1 "Air
all uishmiil UI ,10(1 111110s.pec 1li.1,011 e \pressed stionl;
le,isian«, to ails mullet indis !dual psst hotheraps at this WIN.

ih" id0.1 \scut, in his torniat ssitbm het husband
and bah\ seemed it's, Illtu'dil!? iii h(q. Vic,.01 1111111ql

( ScViniL.; Lilthis 1," nullse1111tZ sossums 5\111

tlu iliVe ill uuld111..h!).4 ,01(1 mipht .1:(1
P,stft,

IOM uris 11111d 1(1 sl 'Oh !,), 1,111111s c dune It) sscekls

dnd ('sa, Orill 11( 411 the issc 11(11(1'41)

lalsed In thy wst meeting as wed as I /la ealintt slcen and
t2,nr,s int!, attat lumeni tu hit di paients. len telt tehesed that
suiannah was less ssl/Hit'd .10015 and Ilion. i ontiderv. ii
her mothemv.; `,u/annali hi cii set.nied to he tallins!, in lose w iii
hed bah\ III a new wa bui s.,;; seemed llIlle,dsed and ,ad
.111MIt Ilel II hic

mliiing 55"ii "h 'dl /LI :"""1 `r, 110 m111 1he Rs tict .1..,1
end theit ,mnsidin4 KllussIll12,111,11 the\ i d,old

1011.011 al all\ Ilnly

\\ hen I lid mined a \ ,)1 autonoms and null

ettill:..1111,4: I() the ti te. s111annab c (lii d .114,1111 ,111(1 tequested

membership in the \toiher.h,ddler Program led hs Estinhardt.
She hoped to ptOsIde I ii,i 5\ Oh peer group ss (.11 as a .et411-

1m. forum km bet to disc uss patenting issues. \\ hat bec

Inc reasingls as the group progressed was the disc repanc
between Suiainahs internal sense ot herselt as a mother ind
how she in lac t related ks oh I /1-,1 s\ 1111e at the glOUp. 11110001-

(1111 the sessions Su/annah 511055 ccl M.11,.111vits towards and

colic\ locot ot her son. who is an engaging hos, full i ci lite and
humor. Within the ( ()mesa or the group, she ould rake plide
in his obvious intelligeni e and soi ralubts.

Thew is a startling contiast hosseser, between this pr. :roc
01 an involved and c arms.; motile, and Suiannah s des, opt,on
01 their Interac how. at home. thew, she repos teehng midrib
harsh and \Albans punitive ss oh lira. She desc hetse+1

tense and obsessise in her rived tor order and c leonliness ii

her home and finds heiseIr (men resenttul I ge-appto
pate c\plorators messiness. Then. is a pressured teel to the
way she approac hos her role as mother a lac k irt ielased.
spontaneous 01" 111114101k ing play. Despite her ohs I( qvs
devotion to him. so/anthill is sadls 'flunked from tolls enios
mg the expeoence motheline,

-there are ses clot aleas with 11 the group has been imme-

diately helpful to Su/annah. Seeing how the other mothers bal
an( e their own needs .1 1111 1110',(` 01 their ( 1111(11141 1105 been
one of them. She I omnlamed cit teeling Oven.% ,111(1 in

need of time awas trom I /fa. She and felt had the tinan( lit

resources to get additional hahssitting help and Ivo cm-inn-
aged this vet; Su/annah took sin little time assas from het
mothering responsibilities. Perhaps tearing that 1 ira would
experience the same deprisatton tilat shv did h11(1,

Suiannah ignored her own needs for a break from hint. Su/an
nah's reaction to her own unresolved history was making her
blind 1() her own needs anil henc c. ai tualiiing what she was
trying to avoid an emotional unavailability to I rra. he ()Owl

group memlmls have been e\mmely helpful to Su/annoh in
this regard. 1heir attempts to urlder .Iand why she is so retii cot
to lease her son have enabled her to ,1( «In their en«miage-
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merit to get more c NH( ale !hi ,. in turn has helped
more positisels lowaids I /fa.

I mot-setting is anothet diffic ult arena tor Sti/annoli. she
Aloes not trust her own .11ohts to respond approprmiels when
she is angered IA I /ra's hellos ior. She often lets his normal
testing and somewhat !novo( ative behavior go um her Led past
the point where he c all (intuit himself. \VithiRit the limits he
needs. I /la keeps pushing t.o see what "in hdppen. we,
longed periods ot non« onmittal attempts at verbal ieasoning

ith him tilli.mnah bec (ones e\asperated, and this is the point
.11 who h she reports-losing her r ool." It has been helpful to
,mali /( is oh su/annah him her retic ence to step in is ith 1 eo
liiriiocicrics earls on r ill ii wally escalate and ex,o eihate the
whole incident. 'through disc UsSiOn, modeling and pm( ti«,
',u/annah has be«ime more «nnfortable in her role as disc i-
plinarian.

[he most helpful spec t of this group for Suiannah has
been the oppottunits to share with others that part of herseh
who Ii she wets most iulnerabl about. The other members of
the group have given hei a ( onsistent, realistic view of I /la
01.11 helps to «tunter her self-ac knowledged unr('alistir worry
that something is wrong is ith him. 1)espite the benefits of this
glOup tor Su/anthill, she ii intiniii'iI to show (widen( e it

e\treme fragilit. 1 he slightest innuendo of c ritic ism from
another mother in the group or out in the world Mnild send
her into periods of anwr and eventual self-hatred. Ihirmg soc h

a period. Suiannah and hunhardt spike aiol agreed that it
would be helpod to meet indis ulo,iI Is \\ oh sadness lit new
understanding, ',criannah ic know ledged that het amiets was
not partic u1Su to.ans one stage ot I ira., deielopment but
rather was something inside of her and was set rousli !uniting
her .ip.0 its tic clip\ her son. Although still frightened. she
was now ready to ac & ePt 1 retenal for tileraps. A (IP( INiOn 5\ .1,

made to retet her to an anal ails oriented psi( hiatrist who
also speciallied in psi( hopharmar ul012,s. rhis smIld ,olov ii
.11 omprehensise esaluation and the pi issibilits antidepres

sant medic MIMI it needed. Currently she c °mimics III the 10d-
dler group and hos begun her treatment

li was c tear from the moment Su/annab and her famils
entered their first mnsultation that be«)mmg a mother was
reigniting old and painful issues for her. The «inflic t and dam-
aging effects of grow ing up in a tamils with a mother suffering
from mental illness, ame o i with torc ci im)( e she was

mother hvrself.

The range of clinical interventions that are possible
at The Soho Parenting Center allowed a gentle path-
way for Suzannah to receive support and guidance.
Going at her own pace, giving her what she %vas ready
for and accepting her need to step in and out ot the
therapeutic process were all necessary prerequisites to
gaining Suiannah's trust and her eventual referral for
therapy.
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ssi 1 blond hailed blue ri% et] tifteen month old was a
patient at the soho ped,,itra group sin«, lus birth in l'Hot hs

mother I mil,. was a sensite.e and 10,(1% ed aka\
\ 1'1 \ 11lentRe Ill jes,e'`, ( are and grim th. At his fifteen rut milt
t her k up. 1 rink mentioned a demi(' tor Jesse to sor iall/e with
other r hddien his age. I h. itediatrir ran Dr. Robert tote.
gcsted that she and lesse join the Ntother- toddler Program that
Parental!. tittered ,tt the prat or e. Jesse would be able to pla,.
with other hildren his age in the pia\ program. and l mik
r mild meet w ith other mothers and get deelopmental infor-
mation trom the parent «funselor I mil% and Jesse did indeed
jo,II the Mother- foddler Program. This would begin .1 loog and
es-withal theraperint expellent e tor this tallith.

enu into the toddler program was dim( itil le

seemed tragile and ...01111..\\ hat I(k1 1 Ihk ("q1b(10111 gintlp tit

ir Is and IloSs who ranged in age trom I 2 to 2 I n I le

had no expressRe language, made little ontac t SI ith toddler

tear hers. and st,hed t lose by his mother during most ot the
beginning weeks in the group. There w Os d ritilab/ed gllillity to
his moyements, his ec, 1 ontac I was minimal, and there ss a`-

laidssaS feeling to his demeanor. There was immediate concern
about lesse's development.

The dim ussion group and play program take plat e tt one

room so that children are tree to move !tack and forth between
theu mothers and the toddler teachers. F(/1" Jesse and I !nth.
oell this mild separation was problematic.. Both were unable
III lulk engage in the plogram and seemed agitated. In this
paw( ular program Kunhardt led the discussion and Spregel

oordinated the toddkI program. Spiegrd became lesse's desig-
nated "spec hII person.- a ter hnique used in the Belles ue Nurs-
er\ to help I hildren 110 die having (hull oily separating. She

tint entrated on building c (inflection with lesse in a non-
mull'ne iil.It)ill' this .e('nled to help je!ke 1110Se ink) lhe pid\
program for short amounts of time.

Atter the first eightw eels group ended, Emily der ided it

«minium. in the next session. It became increasingls t ICal that
Iesse's separation ditto nitres were not abating, and his beim\
rot began to appear more at\ phi less(' would whine and pull
at his mother's arm to leale. making it impossible for !ter to
panic yak, in the dist ossion. I mily appeared c ()mused. upset.
and pr.\ detensise about Jesse's helm\ inf. When Olher ( 1111(1(011

Initialed ((Mild( t with him. risen in a friendly manner he
her. ante more withdrawn. I mily was unable to see and at cot

her t hild's \ uinerabilities ,m(1 instead for used on Jesse

being the brunt of aggressive play with the utddkirs. She
wanted to kyye the group.

Kunhardt st heduled an individual session with I loth to dis-
t uss the situation and (-Time other possibilities of helping the
tamils at this time. I mil\ declined the offer of mdisidual ses
mons to dim uss lesse's behavior of her own c on( efik

bine and th1 ided to leave the group. Dr. Coffey was kept
abreast ot these details. It was decided that he wrfuld Ira( k
Ir.sse's development through his petliatric visits and make
another intervention when the parents Wellled moil' 01/en.

I his opportunity arose when Jesse turned three. I te had

begun nursery sr hool and had a very difficult time separating
Rom his mother. lie was unable to make contact with other

luldt en III ((111111(1 10 ilk Ied( hers and was withdiawing under

table in 11111 LiSsiOntil I he teat Ile,s tp.;14ested that s\

11111 emohon 11 ploblents and seemed inxicius It I ha\ e
le,ne the m 1111111.

111111 1)111,11 ted immhardi tor some guid.inr 1. at this lime

'.111' "'"'S 111.11 Ih" "" ing Pi"
gram and telt that the tear hers and 'hill ;hew \S (qt.
111 bk. 11(14.k. l lulls iIitl het hi.khand (le bi 411 %elk milt 0111(11

dual It''ke had 1111 (line 1..1111(11,1\%11 and \crt. worried that the

nursers program had damaged him in ',Mlle I5tV klinhardl !net
with I mil\ and spoke to lesse s pies 1011s (Lis ( led( 11(1 and

ill. I feat he!. II sws. t tear that Jesse., ro engage in

sot ontar t with persons ither than his parents was seS (gel
limited and that his language INk 5ig11111( .111115 dehlsed. the

other professionals who had 1111111(1 w Mt the laind\ telt that

the parents sst1e extremels .detended agamm the th,,,bihts

that lesse's de% clopment va unusual.
Kunhardt. Spiegel and Dr. ( ()fie% «interred and agreed that

this seemed to be the time to inter\ rine In a MOW 1(g«.11.11 11,11.

being sensitive to the detenses of the parents. Kunhoult
informed I mils that Spiegel worked as a therapist w lilt t hil-
dren with language dela\ s. The far t that Spiegel had known
lusse as a toddler seemed to be a Lointort to I mils.. Spiegel
suggested that she and Jesse c ome for a pia\ obsers..111011 Itt

determine what would be most helpful.
lesse's behas tor indicated that he had a persamle deselop-

mental delas. lit had very little language, used hi- mother's
hands and hods to manipulate objects for him, .r.ade little est,
contact, and exhibited repetitise body motii ns. t te did,
though, seem «mtionable in the room and was interested in
playing w ith tos with his mother. Spiegel suggested that these
mother-i hild plas sessions would be t good 15a5 to help stimu-

late lesse's language. I la% ing Fmils there would insure lesse's
omtort and not press him to separate .111 time ss hen it felt too

diftir Lill tor huu.
Parents usually haw an easier tune «mmlitting to the treat-

ment ot a language problem than an emotional one. It some-
times takes months I 11" ('SIll sears for parents to «trim iousls
re«)gniie the se\ ems of a disorder of this magnitude. In order
to address the emotional nature of lesse's dim( fillies without
merwhelming the fanuk, Sittegel for used on ttle parents.
worry ,thout Jesse's withdrawal since the sr hool experrem
and suggested that phi\ !hemp% t ould help him to work
through some of these feelings.

At this time. Spiegel was working with other hildren who
exhibtted autistic-like features in a trioartiie treatment plan:
child, therapist and parent, under the supervisitm ot Di. Anni
Bergnian. Spiegel remmmended that fouls and het husband
Daniel have a C(Wkilitati011 ssith Dr. Bergman to rea,kure the
lather, who WOs dulbi011s about any intervention. DI. Bergman
supported l mily and Daniel's de( ision to remove Jesse front
the nursery m hool and bar ked up the roc onlmendation that he
and his mother attend twice-weekly playdanguage sessions
with Spiegel.

lesse and lus mother attended the mother( luld jjav therapy
sessions kir one \eat Both parents attended monthly arent

t ()tinseling sessions with Spiegel as well. Through play, inter-
pretation, and a building of the «tmmunicalton between Fmily
and Jesse, (Iranian« hanges took plat ci in the first year of treat-
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ment langt.J.04P de el( ipment c\ploded. !hough
minumhat idtimnt tali( iii « wtent liii attu

c\pre., himself in cttiti. vt,ts largel age-appropriate IA tout
and one-halt \ ems. t le began to torm dna( hment relation

SPIegel PLIS. (intai I.
deeloping games and f othil. together. In the nest of these two
impoitant women, mother and therapist. less(' began to emeige
into the mirld 1 relahonhys.

\Vhen he \ four. less(' was at I epted piohation at
anothei pmate MITWIA program in a threesearold c lassioom

negvl nhttnItimed t lust. cciuitaut %\ ith ihv sulioccl ps\ 1),)1,),41,t

and le(1( 1111`.. isited i.s.o dt Sc liccot !owl\ it,liccci'd
his piogress thew I le remained mole ot iii obsei er than pal
tit yam in this lust 50.11 bull was giaduall% decloping onnec -
tions tic other c hildren and teac hers.

rhough yet\ h en« curaged hv lesse's progress in thel-
any. I mily began to let in the enormity of tht, differenc
between lesse and otlie u hildr"n. She began a lous
mourning pro( ess met the 11)55 loss ot her -nor-
mal" little hos. It was at this time that Spiegel enc ouraged
mdy to get in to treatment of her own and hae Jesse begin

individual play therapy. As Emily let down her defenses, lesse's
father's defenses bec ame stronger. Although Daniel did not
stop the pla\ therapy, he was somewhat antagonistic to the
pnwess and wedded to the denial of hs son's developmental
diffic cilties. I le de( kled to have Jesse esaluated IA another

hild psychologist in an effort to prove to his wife that there
was in lac t nothing seriously wrong with IestiCs emotional
des elopment. ihe. move, meant to sabotage Jesse's treatment.
ultimatels strengthened it. The evaluation confirmed
a diagnosis of pervasive decelopmental delay. The psyc holo-
gist strongly stressed the importance of Jesse's therapy and

undeisc oied its integial itile cii less(' s littct;It'ss paniel 55as
able to 1/10( e55 this information and not tints pint 41 the Wain

Ill vint but began tc till Spiegel hunseli hetween parent
appointments to ask tor ach.ic e cc issues bets\ eon himselt and
his son

( (mends less(' is at the end ot his Sec (Ind ciii ot treat, nem
I lc this 111,,ci.d to)rn wiwtitis, and !di,,,,5n, cit plas \sit cc

I() \vith dist w,,R)11 ()I ills I le s1ie,4,-, and
alh)ut si hool, patents. and is able to e.qtress

an...;ei and lose to his therapist. lIe has hemine an impoilant
tiguie ni lii. ( 1,1Y,11(1)111. lIe P.1111(Iles ,111(1 pain; yak., :n
cli .1( IR Oh, \\All !Cal ht.t, and acid List, hi',
cl)(1. reading skills to hold a plai . nigh esteem in Ili, c

room. I le is invited on plasdatt, and kr IiiithIcIa\ le,(
10111,1111. ,I !light\ sensitive bo\ cs hose declopnici.,1
l() ne('d ,,upport and sshucsecouiiciic ,Illd (Wilk\ 1\

ommunit ating need interpretation t )espite this lit \

he Hs grtAs 0 into a loc ing. tesponsice sllt, d pldst., in
hcs cvorld.

1"he interaction between lesse's pediatric care and the
readily available parenting and psychological services
made it possible to offer a comprehensive approach to
lesse's medical and socioemotional needs. For parents
to come to terms with the therapeutic needs of their
child is a sensitive and slow process. The services avail-
able, from parenting groups to play therapy offer way,
in which to detect and treat vulnerable families in a
timely and sensitive manner. A pediatric and parenting
center like the Soho Parenting ( 'enter creates a commu-
nity of caring around a family.

it!
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The Touchpoints Model:
Building Supportive Alliances between Parcith, and
Professionals
Ann C. Stadtler,
Maureen A. O'Brien, Ph.D.ind
John Hornstein, mtd.
I he lot), hpoints rroiek t

At the louchpoints Project, w ha\ e created a training
model tor practitioners that emphasi.es the building of

e alhances betw Lien parents and prolessionak.
We view the model d'- a N. ay to meet the needs of both
families with young children and practitioners who
\vork. \vithin an increasingly demanding health care sys-
tern. A key element of the Touchpoints model is antici-
patory guidance, through which practitioners reach out
and engage parents around important, predictable
phases of their baby's deveiopment The Project grew
from Dr. F. Berry Braielton's book. Iiii(chpoint!, (1942),
and from more than 20 years of training and research
with parents and practitioners carried on at the Child
Development Unit, Children's Hospital, Boston.

Vhat makes the Thuchpoints approach a valuable
tool for practitioners? We feel that Thuchpoints' key
strengths are its use of the child's behavior as the lan-
guage of CoMilltInication with parents and its focus on
developing practitioner-parent relationships. I he model
is grounded within d conceptual framework which
helps both parent and practitioner recOgniie, under-
stand, and anticipate predictable developmental bursts,
regressions, and pauses in the behavior of young chil-
dren.

According to this conceptual framework, "touch-
points" are those predictable times and events in devel-
opment at w,ihich a child's behavior seems "to fall
apart." Touchpoints typically precede a spur' in a par-
ticular line of development walking, for e:,ampk, or
understanding object permanence. Although touch-
points are often accompanied by frustration and self-
doubt on the part ot parents, practitioners concerned
with the health and well-being of young children and
families view touchpoints as occasions ot change for the
child, the parent, and the family as a whole. As such,
touchpoints offer health, education, and social service
professionals an opportunity to make a positive differ-
ence in the lives of young children and families.
Through understanding and anticipating each of the
touchpoints together, parents and practitioners can col-

oratiyely plan strategies to reduce or prevent die
negative consequences of the behavioral disorganiza-
tion that accompanies a developmental spurt. The prac-
titioner joins the pareots and supports them in working

;:14A
-1fAr

through the disorganization by helping them to see it as
a positive accomplishment for the child. The trusting
relationship between practitioner and parent that devel-
ops and deepens over time fosters the parent's self-
esteem and becomes a true therapeutic alliance on
behalf of the child.

The parents' passion for their child constitutes the
core of the Touchpoints relationship. Practitioners join
with the parents around their child, and it is through the
child, and parents' feelings for their child, that change in
parents occurs, l'ractitioners understand that powerful
emotior is are the driving force in parenting. Parents may
feel ambivalence about becoming a parent in the first
place, fierce competition with the other parent for a
child's affection, or distress at the prospect of a child's
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emerging independerce. IChe praLtitioner's job is to
underst,md and work with emotional forces, to support
parents and develop coMpetent pa writ ing.

I he Touchpoints model provide, the practitioner
with a framework to guide their interactions with tanu-
lies. It:

stresses that meaningful relationships develop over
time and that each touchpoint deepens the relationship;

acknowk,dges that forming relationships is critkal it
we are to appreciate the significance of cultural, reli-
gious, and societal variables for fam

invites practitioners to reflect on their role in the sys-
tem of care around the child and family;

enk ourages practitioners to focus on strengths, rather
than deficits, in individuals and families;

provide, insight into the emotional experience of the
developing parent;

departs from traditional medical and social service
provision in its multidisciplinary approach;

stri es to create a sense of community at each ot the
touchpoints, by establishing peer groups of expectant
parents during pregnancy and bringing them together
as they experience each touchpoint in their children's
early yea rs.

Listening to parents' voices
As part of the Touchpoints Project, we convened groups
ot parents with children at particular touchpoint ages
two weeks, seven weeks, four months, seven months,
nine months, and 12 months. Our goal was to listen,
rather than to provide answers to hear the issues that
concerned parents, which they would be likely to bring
to professionals. The Touchpoints framework helped us
to anticipate most of the issues parents raised; unantici-
pated concerns of parents helped us to refine the model.

l'arents in all of the groups talked about their roles
being a mother, a father, or a single parent trying to play
both roles and their experiences of these roles. One
mother, for example, said, "l feel like I have to do every-
thing (for my baby). Even if she is in the swing or
playpen or the crib, she needs me." Parents talked about
balancing the demands of work and home, trying to
make up for not "being there," and finding time for
themselves and their partners. They talked about feed-
ing, sleeping, safety, and developmental issues. They
talked about their supports and their lack of supports.
1 hey offered suggestions and shared stories of success
and failures. Each group had a unique atmosphere.

The seven-month Touchpoint Group
The group of parents with seven-month-okis illustrates
particularly well how common issues bring parents
together in a I ouchpoints Group. Child development
professionals know that the seven-month-old is dealing
with issues of permanence and mastery. Babies are con-
cerned about separation from their parents and want to
practice their new motor skills whenever they have the

opportunity. I hese issues, in turn, at fect feeding, ,leep-
ing, coMmunicating, and safety. At the seven-ithinth
well child visit, health care providers typically drm.1.1',S,
among other behaviors, the child's dill culty with going
to sleep and \vaking again at Right and his desire to teed
himselt. let practitioner, often teel unable to address
other important parental concerns in the limited ,.aie
they have a adahle.

For our louchpoints (nroups, we met with two sets ot
parents ith children !-se% t'n month, oldone suburba
group and one trom the inner city. At first glance. the
parents appeared dramaticall \ different. Parent, in the
suburban group represented a wide range of age and
marital ,tatus and were k on( erned about fertility, preg-
nancy, birth, economic, and occupational issues. I he
inner-city group of parent,. all ot whom received their
health care at a neighborhood health center, reflected
other kinds of diversity. his group included incarcer-
ated mothers, homeless tamihes, people in reco\ erv
from substance abuse, w omen caring for foster children,
and mothers with othei ch:ldren in foster care. The "lan-
guage" common to both groups was their seven-month-
old children.

Parents in both groups talked about feeding, sleep-
ing, safety, playing with their babies, establishing bal-
ance in their lives, and relating to significant others.
They talked about feeling frustrated when they couldn't
understand the meaning of their child's fussing. They
didn't know if the baby was sick, teething, or frustrated.
Parents talked about how they managed their daily
lives in their various circumstances. 'fhey shared their
feelings of guilt when the\ thought their child was -act-
ing spoiled" and then discovered that she was really
sick. They talked about trying to encourage indepen-
dence and avoid spoiling their child. This meant differ-
ent things to each parent: for the incarcerated mothers
and the parents of a premature infant, for example,
"independence" meant that the baby was strong and
capable of surviving. Parents talked about when you do
something about fussing, and when you don't. They
spoke of how their babies manipulate them--She
knows that if she cries, I'll come to her."

A discussion of crying in one of the groups led to the
following dialogue, in which Ann took the role of group
facilitator, sometimes letting the group steer the discus-
sion and sometimes taking advantage of opportunities
to bring discussion to another level.

Ann: ... it sounds now like there's a lot of energy
that goes into figuring out what your babies need,
whereas in the beginning vou were guessing. Then
they couldn't tell you as mud . but it sounds like . . .

Richard: They're communicating better now.

Richard .finishes Ann's sentence. Both the process of intant
den.hynnent at seven mmiths and the parallel chattges in
parents' perceptions of their infants are affirmed. But for
another member of the group, this exchange raises one of the
challenges of the seven. month touchpoint anti of any discus-
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,I011 dflliHl ii ,101111 of Uhl! 1,, Oh

1111101IN Children III the hue of det'elOphiellt. different e,
become more apparent as motor emerge.

Tara: !\1\ con is a little behind; lie just started sitting
up. I le rolled over once. I le's seven months old. I have

vhere their kids are crawling. What's the mat-
ter vith my kid?

Colleen: Sometimes I read books, and the books say
b this age they should be doing this. I I( iok at my
daughter, and I `,0y, "Crawl! ('rawl!" Or, "Sit up." And
you kind ot led bad when you see other people. YOU
feel awkward, and you're like, "flow come my daugh-
ter is not doing that?"

Tara: I'm not looking for him to crawl. People are
like, "I )on't wish for it." But you look at how fast other
kids are doing it. The doctor says, "I tell do it when he
doe, it le's finally sitting up. That's encouraging,
espo:ially where he ha!In't done those things. It gets
frustrat:ng sometimes. It's more work, because they're
not ,bk: f.o crawl to what they \vant and roll over to
what they want. Sometimes that's more work. I'm
lucky my son sleeps a wicked lot, and he's always
been a sleeper. But when he's awake and just sitting
tlieN, he's like: "Okay, come entertain me. Come play
with me."
lara and Colleen are mirroring each other'-;.fears. They are
together with this in the.fce of "other people," ineludiv
their health care provider. They are giviiN eat'll other permis-
sion to eXpreSS their frelings. Tiira also ties percehwil lack of
developmenhil progress in her son to the.frustration she MO
her baby both feel u,hen he can't Woe the way he would like.

Rather than making a comment about dez,elopnient
this point, Ann chooses to let other members of the group
loin in the emothms surrounding this touchpoint. By
refraining.trom intervening actively or offering "answers,"
Anil does not try to diminish the parents' fears. Rather, she
lets the parents liNitimize and normalize these real coiwerns.
the deviqopmental informatim then comes fnmi the gnmp

Ann: Would anybody else want to comment on
kvhat was said? At this point, people are telling you
everything is fine, but it's still frustrating if you see
other children doing things that your children aren't
doing.

Mandy: I came to grips with that. My daughter
rolled over only once. I don't think she's even going to
crawl.

Tara: My son is going to go from laying down to
walking.

Mandy: She's just not going to do it.
Tara: I le wants to see what's going on in the room,

and he'll sit there in a chair or whatever, and he'll
stand up, and he wants to check things out. But it's so
funny.

Mandy: My daughter doesn't have teeth yet. There
are other kids who have three teeth.

Tara: Mine has four. So I say, "When yours crawls

over to mine, he's going to bite her I have girlfriend
Was ripped my son 111,1 two teeth, aild she's

like, "Why doesn't mine hiw e .mv teeth?"
Nancy: Fvery day you look tor a tooth. She doesn't

roll she has ,1 few times but she's just getting
ready to crawl. She sits up. and she's been doing that
tor a long time. Rut the teeth I look tor them, and I
don't think they're ever going to come.

Colleen: I\ lv nephew is a year old this Sunday, and
he just cut his first tooth weeks ago. And my
daughter is cutting her second one now.

Richard: I hey all go at their own paie, don't they....

Rather than Ann needing to summarize the ilIN
Richard made the leap to one o? the main whit h
that the parent:- have just described developmental differ
owes that .fWI witInn the realm of normal child behavior
Throughout the discussion, Ann's to listen lOr
behaviors consistent with the touchpoint and to monitor the
developmental lewl of the babie, with an eye to any nece,
sary IMow-up. As theSe parehIS share new developments,
frustrations, and successes. they hold mirrors up to each
other Through this sharing of common issues in the group,
parents grow in their under:tanding of their child and ill
then. confidence in their ability to parent their t hild.

Incorporating Touchpoints Groups into the
health care system
Our current health care system demands that practi-
tioners meet the needs of families in a timely, k ost-effec-
live manner. Many practitioners feel that it is nearly
impossible to spend the time necessary to make
alliances with parents while still providing th..m with
the immediate care they need and that we want to pro-
vide.

In a typical well-child visit, hurried practitioners
often resort to a more comfortable, "closed" approach to
parents, in which they give advice but do not "open"
areas for discussion which may demand more time than
is available. At the seven-month visit, for example, a
practitioner may give advice about self-feeding rather
than exploring parents' feelings about this issue or ask-
ing about the family's overall well-being. The limits of
this approach are often apparent by.the time of the next
visit. I low often have we heard a practitioner lament,
"If that mother would just listen to what I say and fol-
low through, then she wouldn't have these problems
with behavior!"

Time constraints keep parents trom raising issues at
their children's well-child visits "I never ask mv
pediatrician these questions because he is too busy."
Rather than turning to their health care providers, some
parents rely exclusively on informal support networks
for advice. One parent said, "II I have a question, I call
my friend who has a child three months older, and she
tells me what to expect." Other parents feel isolated in
their parental role, and feel others cannot empathize
with their situation. Clearly, in a hurried health care sys-
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tem, both practitioners and parents can feel LInhcard
and frustrated.

Touchpoints Groups offer both health care protes-
sionals and parents the time they need and a way to use
available resources effectively. If children are seen for
w:ell-child care at regular times and these visits are rein-
forced by TOuchpoints Groups, practitioners and par-
ents can have rich individual and group encounters
which do not leave them frustrated tor lack of time. hi
this model, parents are active group participants, not an
audience assembled to listen to professional advice.
Building relationships with one another is a primary
goal of the group. Through their children, parents con-
nect to one another and share what it is like to be the
parent of a developing child. Since .Fouchpoints Groups
will occur at points at which we generally see a spurt in
the child's development (and all of the disorganization
which accompanies it), both individual and group
encounters offer support arenas in which practitioners
and parents can predict and problem-solve together.

Facilitating Touchpoints Groups
Facilitating a Touchpoint Group involves a combination
of skills. The parents' own agenda must be able to sur-
face. The process demands flexibility; the facilitator
must know when to be more directive with the group,
and when to let the group steer the direction of discus-
sion. The facilitator must also be able to engage a "diffi-
cult" parent. In the seven-month Touchpoint Group
meeting described above, for example, one of the
fathers spent the first half of the session mumbling
under his breath, not contributing to the group discus-
sion. As the facilitatm Ann realized that she did not
have a sense of the source of his frustration. Not want-
ing him to feel uncomfortable, she did not approach this
father directly. Fortunately, however, before the session
Ann had asked parents to write down issues that were
concerning them at this time. During the break, she
looked at the papers and saw that someone had written
"DOCTORS" in capital letters. Knowing that someone
in the group had strong feelings about the medical care
they were receiving and hoping that this someone
might be John, the disgruntled father Ann opened the
second half of the group session this way:

Ann: One of the things that someone wrote down
before the session was that one of their biggest frustra-
tions is doctors. What has your pediatric experience
been like so far?

John: Thrrible. They talk to you like you're stupid.
They give you a lot of lip service. You tell them a con-
cern you have for your child. I3ecause they a cer-
tain thing, that's it. They don't believe the parent. Thev
believe they know everything, and the parent knows
nothing.

Mandy7 I really like my pediatrician.
Debra: I can mally understand were John is coming

from. I feel.vou just get a little pat on the back, and

they say, "Just try again." But a parent knows the baby.
Colleen (tc.) John): Did you already switch doctors?
Mary (John's wife): We're looking for what's caus-

ing hives in our babymd we're not getting any
answers. That's very frustrating when the baby is
screaming; you know something is wrong. It'!" not in
our heads.

Patrick: I know what ou're saying.
Colleen: You can tell you're really frustrated with it.

At tIns point, John joined the group and .1('It supported bit
the other parents who affirmed his feelings of not 14'in,g
heard by his ltealth caw proc'ider. As the discussion contin-
ued, the group helped John consider how to comfortably
enter the system and gain control Over his child's caw.
RefOre this discussion, Ann .felt that /ohm OtiS transferring
his negative feelings about his pediatric pnwtders to her, and
this had prevented him from engaging actiz,ely in the group.
The group supitort .freed John to .focus on lns behapior
and the feelings these behavicws elicited in liimfollowing
this discussion, however, John became a very active partici-
pant. At the close of the session, he said, "This zoos a great
night. 1111 SO glad ilk' came.-

The Touchpoints model and the power
prediction
The Touchpoints model moves beyond discussion of
what parents currently feel and understand about them-
selves and their child's development to look to the
future. Together, the parent and practitioner anticipate
the next developmental burst and how it will affect the
child's behavior (e.g., feeding, sleeping). They predict
regressions in the child's development and how the par-
ent will deal with them, based on their past coping
strategies. Predictions that turn out to be false are as
important as accurate predictions; both lav the founda-
tion for increased future understanding of the child's
capabilities and the parents' strengths and vulnerabili-
ties.

Again, the seven-month Touchpoint Group offers an
example of the value of predicting upcoming regres-
sions in the child's behavior. The goal is for the parents,
rather than the facilitator, to formulate possible solu-
tions. Following a discussion of their babies' current
sleep patterns, Ann focuses the parents on changes they
can expect:

Ann: In the next few months, your babies will prob-
ably start having a hard time with separations. That
means their sleeping may become disrupted and they
may not want to separate and go to bed, or they may
want you again in the night. How do you think you
will handle it?

Karen: Well, I just can't close the door and walk
awa V.

Yana: Yeah, my friend told me to just let her cry it
out, hut I don't know if that would work.

Kevin (to Ann): If you go in the room, though,
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won't it iw-t makts it hardet tor the baby to go kit k to
sleep again?
RA/Ii'r Mill/ ihreCtl1/ respond to ke,'th que,tion,. Aim
help- the pareut flu,/ men. ow,/

Ann: Well, \vhat's orked for you in the past'
Kevin: We just set up a regular routine, and that

reall \ seemed to help. 1%.e turn on the night light and
some music, and he just knew it was time to go to
sleep

Karen: Well, w lien Rachel wasn't sk,eping erv well.
we \void,' go in and pat her-on the back and then walk
out. It took ,1 few IlMes, and it doesn't always, work,
but ',he ustaall went back to ,leep.

Yana: My sister said that when her baby woke ur
lot. she rocked her with a teddy bear and then put her
down with it.
Ann dechin," to -tep m label what the parent., ,tre de.4(t71,-

IuN without ,tiquutuu:; the flow of the dimussiort.

Ann: I )o you know what that is called? It's called a
transitional object. It's something that helps her make
the transition from you.

Kevin: Someone else told us to give a teddy bear
now, that that vorked for them.
(SePerd/ other parent:- mention other approaches)

Ann: I think you've all mentioned strategies that
you've heard some feel comfortable to you and
some don't..

In an individual encounter with a professional, par-
ents work out their individuality, while in a group, par-
ents work out their commonality. In this discussion, the
parents go through a process of deciding together what
will work for them individually. They come to under-
stand the meaning behind their baby's behavior and its
meaning to them. On a deeper level, they discuss their
concerns about their children feeling deserted or alone
and how they feel about taking their children into their
Own beds.

For these parents, being armed with several strate-
gies allows them to feel prepared and capable. It the
child's sleep becomes disrupted again, they will be in a
better position to handle it. Should the child's sleep
problems not materialize, they will have gained in their
self-confidence and feel they have contributed to the
group. When oriented around the developmental chal-
lenges represented in the Touchpoints approach, parent
gatherings go beyond comparing notes to establishing a
vehicle for reframing parenting skills. The facilitator's
role is to help parents anticipate their children's behav-
iors before the parents experience them. Parents can
then join in the prediction process and identify solu-
tions.

Implications for practice
The "touchpoints model can be used to enrich both indi-
vidual and group encounters between parents and prac-
titioner,. In both contexts, the practitioner feels that she

is part of. a .er\ i.e dell\ erv s% stem that emphasi/es
anticipatory guidant e and values relationships with
parents. I he louchpoints (0.,)tir, approach oilers the
additional benefit of lessening the isolation that so
many parents feel when their child's, beha ior bet omes
d isorgan lied .

I he Touchpoints approat b also otters prat titusners a
framework tor understanding the parallel processes ot
child and parent de% elopment. In the group process,
kvith a tacilitator who is well-versed in this approach,
the shared passion of parenting help, parents, toitts and
refine their parenting skills. the interaction that results
among parents and practitioner becomes ci powerful
means, to strengthen the system of care surrounding
young child ren.

The louchpoints model is not intended to stand
alone as a -program," but is designed, rather. to be inte-
grated into ongoing pediatric, early childhood, and
family intervention services. louchpoints Groups could
be integrated into well-child care or become extensions
of prenatal classes. The louchpoints model lends itself
to a multidisciplinary approach; group facilitators need
not be health care professionals.

Given the current trend toward managed health care,
"rouchpoints ( roups offer a unique opportunity to con-
vey support and set up a network of continuing care
around families of young children. Parents need and
deserve to be heard. Parents and practitioners will ben-
efit from a system of care built on strong relationships.
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Bright Futures:
Health Supervision Guidelines and Their
Implementation
Morris Green, M.D., Indiana University School Of Medicine and
Meri McCoy-Thompson,
National Center tor Education in Maternal and Child Ilealth, Arlington, VA

As we approach the ond of this century, several of the
trends that affect children and families are intersecting
with extensive change-. in health 'care delivery. In the
process, pediatric son ices are being transformed.

For millions of children, the tuture holds little
promise. Their health status is poor; the risks to their
health are many; and the prospects for overcoming
these problems are limited. Family relationips are
weakening and parents are spending less time with
their children. Every year, divorce affects one million
boys and girls. Over 25 percent of the nation's children
live in one-parent households, and each year a million
more newborns are born to unmarried mothers. Almost
11 million mothers with preschool children work out-
side the home, while one in four infants and toddlers is
poor.

Health service policies, priorities, and professional
education have not kept pace with these changes. Five
years ago, the Maternal and Child Health Bureau of the
Health Resources and Services Administration and the
Medicaid Bureau of the I lealth Care Financing Admin-
istration launched the Bright Futures project, with the
mission of developing health supervision guidelines
responsive to the current and emerging needs of chil-
dren and families.

Over 100 health professionals were convened to
serve on a multidisciplinary board of directors, expert
panels, and work groups. The four expert panels-one
for infancy, early childhood, middle childhood, and
adolescence-met over a period of three years to review
the literature on disease prevention and health promo-
tion and formulate recommendations. The draft guide-
lines were then smt out to 1000 reviewers, whose com-
ments were incorporated into Bright Futures: Guidelines
for Health Supervision of Infants, Children and Adolescents,
published in December, 1994 by the National Center for
Education in Maternal and Child Health.

Bright Futures has been endorsed by 17 professional
organizations and continues to gain recognition
throughout the health community.

What makes Bright Futures unique?
Health is viewed comprehensively. Unlike many

pediatric texts and manuasl, Bright Futures takes a com-
prehensive view of children's health, encouraging

health professionals and families to discuss the child's
-.t.scial relationships, emotional well-being and cognitive
development as well as physical health and growth.

Health supervision is contextual. The Bright Futures
guidelines are concerned with the family and the com-
munity as well as with the child. Since health, educa-
tional, and social issues are strongly interrelated, they
cannot be assessed in isolation from each other. Bright
Futures recognizes the contextual forces on the child,
including family, cultural, and economic variables, and
challenges the health professional to note these vari-
ables as part of the child's world. Comprehensive, tam-
ily-centered, and community-based health supervision
requires that the child he viewed in the context of his or
her family and community, and that health care be inte-
grated with other human services.

Health supervision is a partnership between health
professionals and families. The Bright Futures guide-
lines are based on the belief that health. supervision is
most effective as part of an ongoing relationship
between the health professional and the family. Over
lime, the health professional and the family build trust
and are better able to discuss important issues. The
essential task of the health professional is to reinforce
the role of family as the child's educator, promoter of
good health, and caregiver. Important health supervi-
sion goals include enhancing families' strengths,
addressing their problems and vulnerabilities, building
parental competence and confidence, and helping fami-
lies share in the responsibility to prevent illness and
promote health. Older children and adolescents are also
viewed as partners in health supervision, assuming
increasing responsibility for their own health as they
mature.

Health supervision is a partnership between health
professionals and the wider community. The concepts
of health supervision and health promotion reach
beyond a visit to the health professional. Health super-
vision is a team effort, and depending on the environ-
ment in which various team members work, some of the
components may even he addressed on a daily basis.
Successful interventions often require elt orts that
extend beyond what can be provided in any one setting
or through any one discipline. I lealth supervision can
be provided in many settings, often with collaboration
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between a variety ot organizations and disciplines.
1 lealth slipervision should be part of a seamless s, stem,
integrated with other health and human services, such
as child care centers, early intervention programs, Merl-

health services and public health programs.
Health supervision is individualized. Every child

and family are unique and vill need to talk about dif-
ferent issues. 11w health professional helps address
these issues while building on the strengths of the child,
family, and community. While the Bright Futures peri-
odicity schedule outlines the minimum number of visits
from the prenatal period through age 21, children may
need contingency health supervision visits at times ot
high family stress, such as mewing, divorce, remarriage,
death, major illness, and adoption or foster care place-
ment. In addition, supplementary health supervision
visits may be needed by children with special health
care needs, those at risk ot abuse and or neglect, those in
families with multiple problems, or in foster care. Chil-
dren should have health supervision tailored to their
particular needs.

Highlights of Bright Futv:es
The Bright Futures guidelines are organized into four
sections: infancy, early childhood, middle childhood,
and adolescence. Each developmental section includes
elements that provide an overview of the issues for that
age period:

Theme chapter and chart of achieventents
the first part of each developmental section provides an
overview of the child during that developmental
period. It includes a chart with a quick summary of the
major achievements, tasks and desired outcomes for the
child and :amity.

Preparation
Family preparation for health supervision visits is rec-
ommended by Bright ndures as a means to personalize
the sessions and to make health supervision more effi-
cient and effective. The health professional may ask a
parent to write out, prior to the appointment, the ques-
tions, problems or other issues that the parent would
like to have discussed. (Older children are also encour-
aged to prepare and write their own questions.) As
another aspect of preparation, the health professional
may request completion of a screening instrument,
interim history sheet or a checklist of symptoms or
problems. In addition, the parents may assemble the
child's health passport, report cards, and school health
forms to bring along for the visit.

Chart of strengths and issues
Every child has strengths as well as problems or issues.
The family and the community have strengths that sup-
port the development of the child and issues that may
cause problems for the child. I lealth supervision visits

offer an opportunity to identify problems and to inter-
vene ea rl hea lih protessional ca n ident i fy
strengths during the interview and the observation that
can help the child and family work through the prob-
It'Ills.

Risk factors that may be identified include parental
depression, marital problems, alcoholism, family vio-
lence, underdeveloped social supports, poor communi-
cation, inability to set limits, and lack of an understand-
ing of a child's behavior. This chart can Serve as a
reminder of the many factors affecting development.

[learn: SUpCIViSi011 511111111ary

At the end of the health supervision visit, the health
professional should go over the most important points
of the encounter. Referrals can be discussed, as well as
the best schedule for the next health supervision visit
and what issues may be discussed.

Components of health supervision
The components of health supervision are presented as
a package of service's for each visit. While the physical
examination, additional screening procedures, and
immunizations are of critical importance in meeting our
goals of successful health promotion, they are also the
components of health supervision with which most clin-
icians already feel proficient. Health interview, develop-
mental surveillance, observation and anticipatory guid-
ance pose a greater challenge. These aspects of care tra-
ditionally have not been emphasized in a health profes-
sional's training or educational materials. In addition,
these components of health supervision often require
conversation about difficult or uncomfortable subjects,
challenging even the most experienced health profes-
sional. Bright Futures makes its greatest contribution as
a resource for health professionals to more thoughtfully
incorporate these components into everyday practice
and to enhance communication with parents.

Health supervision interview
The issues identified by the family are of primary
importance, and health professionals can ask open-
ended questions to elicit the concerns of children, ado-
lescents and parents. In addition, it may be helpful to
complement this information by selected "trigger"
questions. Many people are hesitant to discuss family
matters such as marital problems, violence, substance
abuse or mental illness with their health professional
lest they be viewed as inadequate. Many expect that
health professionals will ask what they need to know.
Many are unaware of the impact of family stresses and
life events on children.

Trigger questions, to be asked selectively, include:
I low are you today?
I -low are things going at home?
Have there been any major stresses or changes in

your family since your last visit?
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I low are you balancing 'our role of partner and par-

I lave you ever been in a relationship where vou have
been hurt, threatened or treated badly?

I low were things for you when yoll were grow,ng

Anticipatory guidance highlighted in Bright Futures
include:

promotion of heal:h y habits
injury and violence prevention
nutrition
oral health
sexual ity educationImong others
promotion of social competence and mental health
promotion of constructive family relationships
promotion of community interactions.

Phase II: Building Bright Futures
When first volumes of Bright Futures rolled off the
presses in December, 1994. all who had been involved in
the development celebrated. But we knew our real work
had just begun, and we knew we would need lots of
help. In order to transform Bright Futures from an attrac-
tive publication into a working model on how to serve
children and families, many partners would be needed.
Fortunately, the collaborative development and review
process meant many individuals and organizations
were already familiar with the document and had
begun using their copies of drafts to change their prac-
tice and programs even before Bright Futures 1.vas pub-
lished. At the National Center for Education in Maternal
and Child Health, our job for the past six months has
been to encourage these effortsproviding technical
assistance to people who Ire trying to implement the
book's guidelines, connecting them with others who are
undertaking similar efforts, sharing information at
meetings and conferences across the country, and plan-
ning implementation materials.

How is Bright Futures changing practice?
Professionals are using Bright Futures as a personal
resource, to help them shape their Own relationships
With families.

Che /11 Jones, ARNP, CPNP is a nurse at the University of
Iowa Child Health Spec.ialty Clinics. She has been in nursing
tor over 30 years, but Br,ght Futures is changing her practice.
The trigger questions and anticipatory guidance sections are
particularly helpful as she works to develop rapport with
families and provide them with information about important
topics.

John Meurer, MD, MM is an Associate Professor of Pedi-
atrics at the Medical College of Wisconsin. He is working
with the resident physicians in his program to deve11-.1.7 Jlealth
status questionnaires that families can complete prior to a
health supervision visit. These questionnaires, which incor-
porate the trigger questions from Brigh.' Futures help the fam-
ilies share all types of information so that the resident physi-
cians can more effectively address concerns and questions.

Professionals are using Bright Futures to educate fami-
lies.

In Richmond, Virginia, I ran MeN er and her colleagues at
the Department of Education are developing parenting edu-
cation modules based on Brilzht Futures.

Katie Cochran and her st&f at Healthy and Ready to

up?
l.)o you plan to raise your baby the %vay you vere

raised or somewhat differently?
Who helps you with the baby?
When are you planning to return to work?
What do you enjoy most about your child?
What do you do when problen is seem to be getting to

you?
Do yuu and your partne:: tend to argue or differ

somew in \ 'our ideas about discipline?
Is thc anything else that you would like to tell me?

Developmental surveillance
Instead of just checking off whether the child has
achieved certain milestones, developmental surveil-
lance involves collaborating with the family to observe
the emergence of abilities in children over time. Bright
Futures provides questions in several domains com-
munication, cognition, movement, social interaction
and play--and describes a range of sample responses
that parents may provide. For example, a health profes-
sional who has been providing health supervision to an
eighteen month old child may ask the child's father,
"Tell me about Jason's typical play." When the father
replies, "He has some toys that he really likes. He can
push his play lawnmower, likes playing ball with me,
has started to build things with blocks, and is really
starting to like crayons," the health professional can rec-
ognize the provided cues: "Imitates, has manual dexter-
ity, and participates in social play."

Observation of parent-child interaction
In addition to physical examination of the child, obser-
vation of the child's behavior and of the parent-child
interactions may provide useful information. Is the par-
ent able to identify cues from her infant or child and
respond consistently? Does the parent respond suppor-
tively to the infant's autonomy or independent behavior
as long as it is not dangerous?

Anticipatory guidance
Anticipatory guidance is a highly important aspect of
disease prevention and health promotion. The goal is to
prepare the parents for the physical, social and emo-
tional issues that may occur before the next visit. Antic-
ipatory guidance may be given at appropriate points
during the interview and physical examination or as
part of the summary of the visit. Because it is not possi-
ble to provide comprehensive anticipatory guidance in
the relatively short time usually available for health
supervision, many professionals distribute handouts
containing anticipatory guidance. Other settings use
group or family anticipatory advice sessions.
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Learn in Ewa Bea( h, 1 lawaii are using Bright Futures to cre-
ate developmental chails tor the families that they serve so
the\ an better Understand their child'', develtipment and

Hi

Bright I utures is being used as a bridge across programs
and disciplines.

In N onsin. /Oa I dinc. ha, heel, d;..anbuied
programs. i lead Start. lot al health departments, and hirth
three programs the content was also integrated into a man-
ual hit st hoot nurses lo help with training, the 13111.11-lo-
I hr0.- )gr,ini sponsored an audioconterence and the Mater-
nal and C. hild 1 lealth 1 lilt( ah011 training Institute a telecon-
terem I., on hi Nilt I . both broad, al..t to --,e\ erad locations
aroun(l (he tate.

Keith Roberts, 1)1)S1 pediatrit dentist in Indiana, pur-
chased two (Ties of the hook as a gift for ek or\ pediatric
primark care provider in his ountk. I le is tincouragMg each
pros ider to keep one cop% as a personal referent e and
onothei in the waiting room as a ivierknce tor families.

hris;/11 11(1 i1?t'- is a tool that can change the Way health
professionak think. Oyer 250 medical and nursing
schools have adopted Bright natures as a required text.
Physicians and nurses are using Bright FuturtN to pro-
vide continuing medical education to their colleagues.

lerold Woodhead, MD, Clerkship Director for Pediatrics at
the Ifni\ ersity of Iowa, provides a loaner ,opy to every stu-
dent assigned to a C. ieneral Clinics rotation. When students
use Bright Futures, he focuses their attention on the compo-
nents in any given chapter and asks them to reflect on the
families they have seen and to prepare tor the next day's vis-
its. He has been impressed by the speed with which they
incorporate developmental issues, screening and anticipatory
guidam e into their encounters with families. fhe students
have also evaluated Brisht 1 very positively.

In Texas, the department of health and the state nurse's
association hake developed a curriculum to certify nurses
and physician assistants in Party and Periodit Screening,
Diagnostic, and Treatment. Two days of the five-dav course
are developmental surveillance and anticipatory guidance,
veith material copied from BriNht rittores. The trainers plan
on training SOO nurses and phvsicion assistant,- bk. I )ecember.

1-tri,ht Futures is influencing practice parameters, both at
the state level and for professional organizations. 'File
states of Alabama, Alaska, Colorado, Iowa, Maine, Mis-
souri, North I a_JI, ota, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, and
Wisconsin have each bought more than MO copies to
distribute within their programs.

The state of Florida has a legislative mandate to determine
prevention practice parameters. Bright Futures is viewed as
the model for pediatrics, and the chair of the committee is
working to get Bright Futures adopted as the pediatric prac-
tice parameter.

The Advanced Practice Committee of the Society for Pedi-
atric Nurses is using Bright Futures as a blueprint for redefin-
ing pediatric nursing. The committee would like to define
standards and curriculum for advanced practice nursing.
based largely on Bright I utures.

What are our plans for the future?
Part of our job is to get Bri.,;111 uuture!, into the hands of
those who are working with children and families. We
are conducting a campaign to educate professionals
about the document, presenting and exhibiting at
nationil conferences and asking our many partners to
include items in their journals, newsletters, catalogs,
and professional presentations. In the next few months,

I uttaes will be available on CD-1:0\ l and on
NCI\ l's I lome Page on tlw Internet.

We are using a database to track the expanding net-
work of people using Bright 1 utures to be able to link
people who are doing similar things. We also have a
newsletter, BriNhf N'otes, to keep people informed of the
arietv ot ways WNW is being implemented.

More importantly, We are in the process of creating
materials to help professionals aild families put Bright
Futures into practice. For professionals, our tirst effort is
Hrtght Futures in Priutite: Orin I heallh, which will be pub-
lished in the next few months. Other practice guides, on
topics such cis nutrition or mental health, are being con-
sidered. We also want to create tools for providers, such
as a pocket guide, cue cards or medical chart sheets.
Fraining modules will be developed for different pro-
fessional disciplines.

For families, we would like to create materials that
both provide information on child development and on
how to get better help from their health professionals.
Materials targeted directly at adolescents or parents of
adolescents are being considered.

We are fortunate to have a public-private partnership
that is growing every dav to help make the develop-
ment of these materials a reality. As this network grows
we hope that more individuals and organizations can
participate in these implementation activities, sharing
expertise and opportunities for these materials to be
evaluated in a variety of practice settings.
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Keys to CaregivinG:
A new NCAST Program for health care providers and
parents of newborns
Georgina Sumner, R.N., M.S.N.
N(.. AS1, Seattle, Washington

In the majorit\ of American hospitals today. mothers
and their newborn infants are discharged only hours
atter delivery. Early discharge means that the family
spends less time in an unfamiliar environment, and inti-
mate contact between the baby and all family members
occurs quickly. However, early discharge also means
that just after a major physiological and psychological
ex ent, with no time for recovery, the moth..ir returns
home and may be expected to function as before, taking
care ot herself as well as the family.

Early discharge policies fail to consider that most
ne w. parents in this country are not aware of their baby's
ability to interact as a social partner and to process what
is going on in the immediate environment. Once they
learn to understand and interpret the newborn's com-
plex behavior, parents find that getting to know their
infant is a marvelous expel...nee. But who will teach
new parents? Unfortunately, early discharge from the
hospital and the reduction of. "non-essential" services,
such as anticipatory guidance and support, mean that
hospital-based professionals no longer have the oppor-
tunity to teach new parents about their amazing new-
born. Moreover, public health nurses, family physi-
cians, community-based pediatricians, nurse practition-
ers, and lav home visitors, who now bear increasing
responsibility for guiding new parents, may themselves
have had little professional training in caring for new-
borns. These professionals UMW have a lot to learn about
the past 40 years discoveries about newborns' behav-
ioral capacities.

The Keys to CaregivinG program was developed to
teach both professionals and parents about newborn
behavior and appropriate, responsive care. Keys to
CaregivinG is the rnost recent initiative of the Nursing
Child Assessment Satellite Training (NCAST) Pro-
grams, which has been using innovative methods to dis-
seminate new information about infants and the role of
caregiving tor almost 20 years. In the late 1970's,
Kathryn Barnard and her colleagues in nursing. devel-
opmental psychology, and pediatrics beamed ilstruc-
tion via satellite to maternal and child health nurses all
over the United States. Satellite training focused on new
research findings that confirmed the relationship of
infants' earls' behavior and the caregiving environment
to the child's subsequent cognitive development. Later,
we formatted the scales of early parent-child interaction

now known as die \ CAS I Feeding and leaching Par-
ent-Child Interaction scales (PC1) and taught them to
nurse pnwiders in hospitals, health departments, and
universit \ settings. Since the beginning of the scales'
dissemination, more than 1(1,000 health care providers
from all disciplines, in 48 states and 14 countries. have
received NCAS1 training.

The Keys to CaregivinG program
Keys to CaregivinG is a learning package of six video-
tapes, a study guide, and booklets for parents. I )osigned
to explain how and why newborn infants behave as
they do, the series is based on many years of multidisci-
plinary scholarship, research, and practice. Although
Keys to CaregivinG videos can be used in a self-study
program, most learners prefer a group setting in which
they can view and discuss the tapes with an instructor
and their peers. Discussion helps to expand and solidify
the meaning of the concepts introduced in the videos
and study guide.

Designed to be viewed in sequence, the six video-
tapes show infants who were filmed in hospitals from
two hours to two days atter birth. kW chose to focus on
the newborn period to show how incredibly developed
and capable babies are immediately following delivery.
(In fact, many behaviors of newborns also occur in
utero.) The videotapes cover infant state, intant behav-
ior, infant cues, state modulation, feeding interaction,
and professional/parent communication. EaLh video-
tape emphasizes one or two key concepts, each with
direct implications for appropriate caregiving.

Infant state: An infant's state affecis how the infant
responds to a given event and may affect the care he
receives. The infant's six states of consciousness (active
and quiet sleep, three awake states, and one transitional
state) are the basis for understanding infant behavior.
This video offers vivid examples of each state, so that
viewers with no prior knowledge of infant states can
watch a newborn and recognize what state of sleep he is
in, as he goes through alternating episodes of active and
quiet sleep. Knowledge of the organization of a new-
born's cycles of sleep and wakefulness is important for
caregivers. For example, trying to feed an infant who is
in a quiet sleep state is not a good idea; the baby will not
suck or swallow well. If the caregiver waits five or ten
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minutes, however, the baby will transition automati-
cally into an active sleep or drowsy state, when feeding
ic more appropriate.
Infant behavior: Knowing about infant behaviors helps
caregivers respond more appropriately to the infant's
needs. This video presents ten behaviors, adapted from
the Brazelton Neonatal Behavioral Assessment Scale
(NBAS), that parents find most rewarding in determin-
ing the care they give to their babies. These are: orienta-
tion to face and voice (alertness); orientation to face; ori-
entation to voice; habituation; consolability; cuddliness;
.;miling; motor behavior; irritability; and readability.
Four major considerations help guide caregivers in
interpreting and responding to these behaviors.

I. Infant statecaregivers learn which states pre-
dictably elicit specific behavioral responses.

2. Individual dilfi'rencescarcgivers learn to identify
unique behavioral expressions or patterns of respond-
ing that make a baby's behavior more predictable. For
example, recognizing that her baby consoles quickly,
cuddles easily, or resists being held helps a mother
respond sensitively even to subtle differences, and gain
confidence in her caregiving.

3. seircitivi(iI of the caregivercaregivers learn how to
bring about the best response from a baby. Tlw "pacing"
of an activity is important. For example, moving slowly
and adapting to the infant's movements can be critical
to eliciting desired behavior. Talking in soft, steady, con-

tinuous tones helps the infant to orient and respond to
the caregiver's voice.

4. The cffects of infant behavior on carepversknowing
the infant's potential promotes positive interactions and
feelings of competence in caregivers. Once parents
know their baby can see and hear, they talk more and
listen more to their baby. The newborn's behaviorand
her caregivers' appreciation of its meaningcan be a
powerful, long-lasting influence on important early
relationships.

Infant cues: Cues are babies' ways of communicating
with their caregivers. Babies use two types of non-ver-
bal cues, engaging and disengaging; these, in turn, can
be potent or subtle. Engaging cues communicate the
desire to interact; they include smiling, looking at the
caregiver's face, and reaching toward the caregiver. Dis-
engaging cues, communicating the message, "I need a
break," include crying, turning away from the caregiver,
and falling asleep. Babies often use subtle cues before
resorting to potent ones. When caregivers understand
the newborn's "language," they can respond to subtle
cues, enjoy their caregiving, and set up a rich communi-
cation pathway that can last a lifetime. In contrast, other
babies are "taught to cry" before they receive a feeding
by caregivers who do not respond to subtle disengaging
cues.

State modulation: Infants use state modulation to deal
with stimulation. Caregivers who use the principles of
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state modulation find caregiying routines more pleasur-
able and rewarding. Sieep/wake cycles involve transi-
tions during sleep (such as the transition from quiet to
active sleep) as well as the transition from sleep to
wakefulness. State modulation is the process an infant
or adult uses to change trom one state to another. Move-
ment from one state to another and maintenance of
sleep cycle can be affected by both external stimulation
(for example, noise, cold, loneliness) and internal stim-
uli (for example, hunger or discomfort). "Sleeping
through the night" requires neurological growth to
occur, but most three-month-old babies can begin to
chain together enough sleep cycles to maintain sleep tor
at least six hours. Caregivers can help infants modulate
state. To awaken a baby, use a variety of new and inter-
esting stimuli in an active, but non-intrusive style. To
soothe a crying or upset infant, use repetitious rocking,
stroking, or talking in a soft, steady s oice.

Feeding interaction: Feeding is more than just eating. It
involves all the elements of state, behaviors, cues, and
the modulation of states. Parents who are sensitive and
responsive to infants' cues experience more pleasant,
satisfying feeding interactions with their babies.
Barnard's model of caregiver/infant interaction during
feeding episodes looks at both the parent and the baby's
responsibilities in the interaction. The parent's role
involves: I) the ability to recognize the infant's cues
promptly; 2) the ability to soothe or quiet a distressed
infant promptly and effectively; and 3) providing visual,
motoric, and auditory experiences during the feeding
that stimulate the baby's capacity to take in and respond
to the environment. This can be as simple as encourag-
ing the baby to explore the bottle, breast, or an object
with eves, hand, or mouth. The skills an infant needs for
a successful feeding interaction include: I ) sending clear
hunger cues to the caregiver by complete flexion of
arms and legs, mouthing, active movement of extremi-
ties, hands over the stomach, and sucking movements;
and 2) responding to the caregiver's actions by stopping
crying in response to the caregiver's soothing attempts
or looking in the direction of the caregiver's face when
she talks.

Pro.fessional/parent communication: Assessment, shar-
ing information, performance, and feedback are ele-
ments of a communication model that is satisfying for
both professionals and parents. During assessment, the
professional comes to know and understand parents'
concerns, questions, and level of knowledge. Sharing
information involves listening and responding to the
parent's specific observations, questions, and concerns,
and giving parents an opportunity to respond to the
information provided a "return demonstration" that
reveals whether the information has been understood.
Any successful learning process requires feedback.
Commenting on and responding to the parent's perfor-
mance gives validation and constructive information,
motivates further efforts, and creates self-confidence.

Positk e feedback for example, "The way you held
Brendan close and patted him continuously really
helped him to stop crying" helps a parent become
more aware of the impact of his caregiving behavior,
reveals how the professional perceis es his actions, and
helps the parent feel part of a relationship in kvhich
someone cares for and about him.

Using Keys to CaregivinG in training
Although the Kess to Ca regiv int.; program w as de% el-
oped originally tor nurses, it has successfull% helped a
variety of professionals and arents provide responsk e
care tor very Young infants. Keys to CaregivinG has
been used in hospital-based prenatal education pro-
grams, national prenatal education initiatives, health
department clinics, free-standing clinics, WIC pro-
gramsind other perinatal care settings. Uni% ersities
and community colleges are using Keys to Caregivin(;
in curricula designed for professionals who will be
responsible tor the care of very young infants.

The Keys to Caregivin( ; program can help all famils
members including mothers, fathers, grandparents,
and siblings explore the information they already
have about newborns and their care, and expand and
enrich their knowledge. Showing the videotapes in a
group setting and eliciting tamily members' values and
beliefs about the concepts presented can help consoli-
date a shared understanding of infant behavior. This
shared understanding, in turn, helps support sensitive,
responsive, and growth-fostering caregiving.

Because parent education during the last trimester ot
pregnancy tends to focus on the labor and delivery
process, we recommend presenting the Keys to Care-
givinG video series to expectant parents in the sixth or
seventh month of pregnancy. Both first-time and experi-
enced parents find the series helpful. Experienced par-
ents often comment, "If I had only known this when I
had my first child!"

Professionals who come into contact with new par-
ents only after delivers' should share Keys to Caregiv-
inG with family members during the first month post-
partum. Establishing a strong professional/parent rela-
tionship is the first priority; the information contained
in Keys to CaregivinG should be sharc'd initially in face-
to-face dialogue. To reinforce but never to replace
dialogue, booklets for parents, in English and Spanish
and written at a 4-6th grade reading level, are part of the
Keys to CaregivinG learning package. Booklets address
the concepts of infant state, infant behavior, infant cues,
state modulation, and parent-infant interaction.

Readers who are interested in bringing NCAST train-
ing programs to their community may call the NCAST
Program office in Seattle, Washington, tel: (21)6) 543-
8528.
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Publications

Developmental and Behavioral Pediatrics: A Hand-
book for Primary Care 1 IL)97,) !stk.\ ci) Parker and Barr\

kerman I ink% !km\ n and Company Boston. \I:\ 0210s)

Primary care clinicians are most ettective, the editors of
this volume suggest, when they can k)rm therapeutic
alliances with children and families; sensitively elicit
information; understand the psychological, biological,
and social roots of problems; and hax e read concrete,
practical, and effective treatment strategies. This Sq.-
chapter handbook is designed s a user-triendlx tool to
strengthen such skills among pediatricians, family prac-
titioners, nurse practitioners, physicians' assistants,
pediatric nurses, and others who care for children.

Part 1 discusses the fundamentals of behavioral and
developmental pediatrics, with chapters covering such
topics as establishing a therapeutic alliance, interview-
ing, diagnosis, and management. Contributing authors
includeimong others, T. Berry Brazelton, lack 1'. Shon-
koff, and Yvette E. Yatchmink.

Parts Il and Ill address issue-specific developmental
and behavioral problems and family issues, ranging
from biting and sleep problems to witnessing violence
to cultural responses to behavioral problems. Authors
contributing to these sections include, among others,
Stanley 1. Greenspan, Barry Zuckerman, Deborah Frank,
Susan ('oates, Ilgi Ertem, lames A. Blackman, Robert
Need lman, Betsy McAlister Groves, lere.a M. Kohlen-
berg, and Lucy Osborn. Appendixes include behavior
and symptom checklists and developmental milestone
charts.

Starting Right: How America Neglects Its Youngest
Children and What We Can Do About It (1995) Sheila
ft Kamerman and Allred J. Kahn (Osford Universitv Press,
Inc IYS Madison Avenue, New York, Nov York I (0 In) $25.00.

No one stage of life is more important for shaping an
individual's future development and life course than
are the first three years, observe Sheila Kamerman and
Alfred Kahn. Yet America's infants and toddlers are in
trouble, and their situation is changing dramatically for
the worse: Among other indicators, during the 1980s,
the number of poor infants and toddlers increased by 26
percent, and in some cities and rural areas over 45 per-
cent of infants and toddlers live in poverty.

A 0-3 policy agenda must address economic security,
time for parenting, maternal and child health, and ser-
vices (including both infant anti toddler care and edu-
cation and family support services). Drawing on their
extensive study ot northern and western European
countries which have developed a variety of policy
options supportive of families with children under
three, as well as U.S. models, Kamerman and Kahn

review strategies mcluding child or tam il allowances
and tax benefits, child support insurance, housing.
maternity and parental leaves, infant and toddler child
care, home visiting, and community family resource
centers.

Reviewing possibilities tor reform in child health
care, the authors argue that sin( comple\ intertwin-
ing of nutrition, housing, pox ertx, parental competence.
parental health, and lite-st vles determine child out-
comes,...med ical supports and interventions must come
from sta ft and ,1 deli erv system with a No iad view ot
child development and a readiness to initiate other-
tha n-na rrow med ica I intervent ions.- Chi Id hea I th

supervision is critical, supported bx outreach and
linked to a range of other supports tor iota nts, toddlers,
and their families.

Community Child Health: An Action Plan for Today
Judith 5. Palfrey. foreword tn. mins Richmond

(Greenwood l'ublishing Group, 55 Post Road Vest, Box -7,007,
Westport, CI 06881) S7,7.1.00.

To address the health problems that affect America's
children, antibiotics and vaccines are no longer enough;
child health professionals must redirect energy toward
healing children's ills in the context of their families and
communities. judith ItI a . :re\ elaborates this theme,
drawing on her clinical and research experience at the
Children's Hospital in Boston, as she examines children
in a changing community context, community influ-
ences on children's health, and trends in the health sta-
tus of American children. The volume discusses con-
straints that have limited community outreach bv child
health practitioners and describes issues and guidelines
in providing health care services for children at social
risk and for children in group care. A final section
describes steps toward an integrated service delivery
system at the community level.

Strategies To Enhance Preventive and Primary Care
Services for High-Risk Children in Health Mainte-
nance Organizations (lune, 199) - Marga;A A. McManus
and I larriette ft Fox (The Child and Adolescent I lealth l'olicv
('enter, George Washington Uniyer.ity, Washington, D.C.)
Available by calling Jennifer I )unbar at McManus I Iealth

tel: (202) 686-4797. $25A10.

This report, prepared with funding from the federal
Maternal and Child Health Bureau, DII uS, is designed
for medical directors, pediatric health professionals, and
quality assurance staff of I lealth Maintenance Organi-
iations (HMOs), and for the purchasers of managed
care services, including both private sector employees
and state Medicaid agency officials. It argues that
HMOS, because of their unique emphasis on early
detection and treatment, have an important role to play
in serving the large and growing number of children
who are at risk of developmental, behavioral and emo-
tional, and physical health problems because of envi-
ronmental, behavioral, and biological risk factors.

The report describes 15 design elements, related to
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needs assessment, access initiatives, and enhanci I pre-
ventive and primary care, that HMOs can integrate into
existing program operations in order to improve long-
term outi omes tor high-risk children. .1 he report defines
each design feature, discusses implementation issues,
and presents illustrative examples. I hese elements
include enriched case management services (assigning a
nurse, social worker, or other professional to a very
high-risk child and family); assigning high-risk children
to primary care providers who have, or have regular
access to, special evertise in areas such as behavioral-
developmental pediatrics or chronic illness manage-
ment; and the co-location of mental health professionals
in primary care settings, either as consultants to the
pediatrician or famil% physician, as providers of short-
term treatment, or as organizers of family support and
education groups.

A Welcome for Every Child: How France Protects
Maternal and Child Health A New Frame of Refer-
ence for the United States (1994) Gail Richardson (a
report of the French-American Foundation published by the
National Center for Education in Maternal and Child I lealth
(Me I rench-American Foundation, 41 East 72nd Street, New
York, NY I 002 ) $10.0(1

This publication contains the joint findings of the
French-American Foundation's investigation of the
French maternal and child health system and of 13
American health care practitioners and policy makers
who observed French physicians, midwives, and nurses
at work in neighborhood health centers, hospitals,
preschools, child care centers, administrative bureau-
cracies, and homes. The delegation, which included C.
Arden Miller and Barry Zuckerman, noted that France
is facing challenges similar to those faced by the United
States, resulting from rising medical expenditures and
growing social problems linked to unemployment and
poverty. I lowever, 96 per,:ent of French children are
born to mothers who received early prenatal care. Only
4.6 percent of French children live in poverty. All but a
minuscule fraction of French children live in families
that receive universal health insurance, paid maternity
leaves, and family allowances to help meet the costs and
responsibilities of childrearing. By age two, more than
90 percent of French children receive all required immu-
nizations.

Recommendations based on the French experience
would: 1) remove barriers of cost, eligibility, distance,
and stigma that prevent families from entering doctors'
offices and other medical settings to receive preventive
exams, tests, and vaccinations; exercise vigilance and do
outreach, neighborhood by neighborhood, to identify
women and children at risk while there is still time to
help families take responsibility for solving their own
problems; adjust working conditions and hours for
pregnant women to reduce stress and the likelihood of
preterm delivery, and offer paid maternity and other
parental leaves, with job security, to permit families

time to nurture very young children; and create specific
expectations tor families regarding their responsibilities
to the next generation, and offer respect, incentives, and
information to promote the fulfillment of these obliga-
tions.

Investing in a Healihy Future: A How-To Manual for
Effective Maternal and Child liealth Programs
Mc Association ot I unior I eagues International, Inc. (All I
Resource I )epartment. 660 First :Venue, New lork, 101)16-

-Q4i ) S2F,AiO.

Ihis handbook was developed to help ciim munity-
based organizations improve the lives of pregnant
women and children by effectively addressing their
health needs. The publication provides an overview of
the current maternal and child health situation in
Canada, Great Britain, Mexico, and the U:nited States. It
provides specifii intOrmation on how to work in a mul-
ticultural setting, establish or revitalize community
advisory boards, assess maternal and child health
needs, and plan, implement, and institutionalize com-
munity programs. Case studies of League initiatives in
Arlington, Fort Worth, Minneapolis, and Stamford-Nor-
walk illustrate these strategies.

Videotapes

The Ages & Stages Questionnaires on a Home Visit.
22 min. with Me Ages & Stages Questionnaires (AsQ) system

including User's Guide, questionnaires (English or Spanish)
and scoring sheets are components of The Ages &I Stages
Questionnaires: A Parent-Completed, Child-Monitoring Sys-
tem. ASQ was de% ...loped by Diane Bricker, Jane Squires,
Linda Mounts, LaWanda Potter, Robert Nickel and lane Far-
rell. Published and distributed b Paul II. Brookes Publishing
Co., Inc , P.O. Box l0624, Baltimore, MD. 21285-0624, tel. 800-
638-3775. Also available from Child Development Media, Inc.
5632 Van Nuys Blvd, Suite 286, Van Nuys, CA 91401. Tel. 800-
405-8942. $175 for the ..et.

ASQ is a screening and tracking program 'or infants and
young children who are at risk fo'r developmental
delays. This parent-completed child-monitoring system
is designed to identify infants and young children who
require further developmental evaluation. The ques-
tionnaires are designed to be completed by parents
when a child is 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 30, 36 and 48 months
of age with optional questionnaires available at 6 and 18
months. This screening tool helps to identify children
who may need further diagnostic testing and interven-
tion services. The screening tool can also be used to
monitor children who are likely to outgrow their prob-
lems naturally without intervention. The Ages & Stages
Questionnaires on a Home Visit video tape is a com-
panion to the ASQ and shows a home visit with a fam-
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ily who have three children. The home visitor guides the
family through the questionnaire items and demon-
strates how to explain the screening process to parents;
create opportunities for children to demonstrate skills;
encimrage siblings and other family members to partik
ipate; redefine items to reflect a family', values and ul-

u and promote parent-child interaction and opti-
MLIM child development. rhe tape ako otters sugges.
tions on scoring ASQ during the visit, on activit for
parents to implement w ith their children and suggests
lea x log add i tiona I quest i onna i res with t he fa mil y.
Accompanying discussion question,. Ian taiilitate the
training of h( and other son ice pro\ iders to
use

Listening to Families Videotapes:
Ihk, series de-.igned to meet the growing need tor training
ear) y inter\ entioni.ts to work effectively with tamilies. Pro-
duced by lana Staton, Ph.D., American As-;ociation tor mar-
riage and Family rherap Foundation Available from Chitd
Development Media, Inc., ;632 Van Nuys Blvd, Suite 2Sn, Van
Nuys. CA, q1-101. S00-405-8942. Individually priced, or In
tape series/S.700 (pills shipping and handling).

Introductory Tapes: Created for use , ith providers
working with families in a variety ot settings, including
IDEA Part H services, Head Start, family preservation,
maternal and child health and marriage and family ther-
apy. The tapes focus on the provider's role of engaging
families in conversations to build a partnership and on
listening to and eliciting family strengths rather than a
focus on problems.

Ruthiirtg a I uutilii Partnership. 50 min. Viewers Guide
included. $75.
This tape incl uues unedited excerpts from conversations
with five diverse families. Segments were selected to
highlight generic communication strategies helpful in
joining with a family and building a collaborative part-
nership. Strategies include: haying a conversation rather
than an interview, sharing power by letting the family
do the talking, focusing on family members' strengths,
asking open-ended questions and encouraging expres-
sion of different viewpoints. Experienced family consul-
tants meet with families from African-American, His-
panic/Latina and European-American backgrounds
from all income levels.

lamilv St reitgth. '10 min. Viewers Guide included.

$75.
This is a highly focused presentation of the rationale,

examples and strategies for engaging families in conver-
sations about their strengths as well as their problems.
The video explains why recognizing family strengths is
essential to building a family partnership, demonstrates
the essential importance of the provider's belief that all
families have strengths, and illustrates how early inter-

ventionists can explore and elicit strengths with families
trorn diverse economic and cultural backgrounds, even
under difficult and stressful circumstances. All the fam-
ilies and family therapists troni the listening to Families.
series are shown.

Individual I amily Viileotapes:( onverohons ith
tamilic. e\plore the issues ot raising a \ oung

child or children w ith special needs. 1.amilic,- arc trom
diverse cultural, linguistic and economic backgrounds

th children representing a wide range ot
t, ,king with experienced family therapists who demon-
strate how to listen to a tamily's story and tocus m fam-
ily concerns, priorities and resources
Iwo- tap(' set-. (second tapes -.how tol)ow -up \ p-it one \ ear
later):, t,so pa set, (plus shipping & handling)

Colton ramilic A Family righting tor Its Vision ot Carissa
with Colton Famil: : One Year I ater
Iwo parents, three children. 'Ihe one-year-old daughter
has Down syndrome; the boys are six and 11. The focus
is on family hopes and vision tor Carissa in contrast to
that of some providers, family decision making and
interactions, needs of the oldei children, the role of
brothers in caring for their little sister, and strengths
from religious faith and extended family. Family is mid-
dle-income, African-American, Setting: family home.
Family Consultant: Jana Staton, Ph.D.

Dutton lantilv: Two Wise Women Demonstrate Strengths
of Intergenerational Parenting Team with Dutton Fam-
ily: One Year Later
Mother and grandmother, and three children, two-,
three- and four-years-old. The three-Year-old bov has
cerebral palsy. "Elie focus is on strengths of shared care-
giving, the family's hopes for the child, tensions
between mother and grandmother over discipline and
family rules, difficulties with getting El services and
making the transition from Part 11 to public schooling.
The family is limited-income, African-American. Set-
ting: church parlor. Family Consultant: Lee Combrinck-
Graham, MD.

King Famihr When Support Isn't Fnough with King
Family: One Year Later
Mother, father and two children, a girl, two-and-a-half
and a boy, four. The younger child has C-I l-A-R-G-L, a
syndrome with mul:iple birth defects affecting major
organ systems. The focus is on parenting roles, stress on
the parents and their relationship from caring for a med-
ically fragile child, the needs of the older sibling, inter-
actions with medical and El providers, conflicts over
diagnosis and treatment and financial and future con-
cerns. The family is middle-income, European-Ameri-
can. Setting: family home. Family Consultant: Lee Com-
brinck4 ;raham, MD.
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Single tape titles: 60 min. ea With dis(iission $611 ed.

tape (ON handling)

Andrews ramati: Parents Set Aside Differences and Work
"Together for the Sake of Their Child
Mother, tather, one child. "I he son is two %.ears old ind
was born with multiple congenital malformations,
includ mg Dand y-Wa ker svnd rome, cerebral pa kv,
hydrocephaly. The focus is on the parents' commitment
to their child and efforts to cooperate although they are
now separated, difficultk ot getting respite care in a
rural area, and the attitudes of the family and its town
toward a child with severe d kobi i ties. The family is
working class, European-American. Setting: family
home. Family Consultant: Eric N1cCollum, Ph.D.

Bernardo Family: Parental Intuition Ntakes the Difference
for Child with an Ambiguous Diagnosis
Mother, tatht two children, two and tour years old.
The oldest bov has speech delays and possible diagno-
sis of ADD. 1 he focus is on the parents' difficulties and
stress in decision making when the diagnosis is uncer-
tain or ambiguous, the parents' sensitivity toward their
child's needs, parental differences over advice not to use
native language in the home (Spanish) because of
speech difficulties, financial concerns due to mother
working only part-time in order to meet child's needs.
Family is middte-income, Latino. Setting: family home.
Family Consultant: Halcvone Bohen, Ph.D.

Bond Famdu: 1.ove Changes Everything: A Young Cou-
ple Forms a New Family
Mother, father and five children. Only the two-year-old
son, born prematurely with hydrot.ephalv and develop-
mental delays, is present. The focus is on the develop-
ment of a couple bond, family-of-origin relationships
and acceptance, medical and El services and hopes for
the future. The parents, a young working couple, are
middle-income, African-American. Setting: office. Fam-
ily Consultant: Wayne Jones, Ph.D.

Espinoza family: Keeping the Diagnosis from "Taking
Over the Family
Mother, sister and mother's best friend, with only child,
a boy, six-years-old. (Husband/father was working and
could not be present) The boy was diagnosed with
autism at four after diagnosis of PDD in infancy. The
focus is on the family value of inclusion in family like
and in education, differences in parents' roles in child-
rearing, support from sister and friend in providing
care, family attitudes toward diagnosis of autism and
confronting attitudes within Latino culture toward chil-
dren with special needs. Family is middle-income.
Latino. Setting: studio. Family Consultants: Wayne
Jones, Ph.D. and "Tawara Taylor, M.A.

Johnson Family: Love Across the Generations: Grand-
mothers Caring for C1randchildren
Grandmother and great-grandmother. three children.
The children are two, three and four, born to a drug-

abusing mother, who no longer hves at home. All three
children have developmental delays; one had seizures,.
"Their El home visitor and a family neighbor/friend also
join in the conversation. The locus is on family
strengths, differences in child-rearing philosophy across
generations, impact of drugs on family life and continu-
ity, importance of extended family, triends, social ser-
vices and spiritual values. I he family is linUted-income,
African-American. Setting: family home. Family (on-
sultant: Nancy Boyd-Franklin, P11.1).

Ripas lopes of a Strong Immigrant Famik on
Fragile Ground (in Spanish, with subtitles)
Mother, lather, four children. "I he two boys, tive and
seven, have sex-linked mental retardation; the girls are
14 months and four-years-old. The parents are from
rural Fl Salvador. The focus is on the family's hopes for
the children, the parents understanding of the bov,'
disabilities and abilities, El services available, parents'
employment difficulties and support from extended
family and church community. Family is limited-
income, Latino. Setting: family home. Family Consul-
tant: Elena Cohen, MSW.

Thompson Family: Hanging in There: Two Generations
with Altered Priorities
A single father and his parents. The child a boy of 18
months, has serious asthma: he was ill and not able to
participate. The fattier has returned to live with his par-
ents, ivho share in care-giving for their grandson. The
focus is on the boy's medical condition, attitudes of
medical staff towards the family, financial difficulties,
communication, and tensions over shared responsibili-
ties and altered priorities of grandparents. The family is
middle-class, European-American. Setting: church par-
lor. Family Consultant: Eric McCollum, Ph.D.

Williams Famihr Strength an0 Vulnerability in a Family
with Many Concerns
loung mother, her mother, two children, four and
almost three, and mother's niece, .ieven months. The
three-year-old son has been diagnosed with neurofibro-
matosis. The focus is on family strength and vulnerabil-
ities, multiple caregivmg demands brought on by the
mother's worsening sickle cell anemia, the three-year-
olds special needs and El services, custody issues with
niece, strengths and support of African-American fam-
ily, community and church, the mother's hopes for
future for herself and her children. Family is limited-
income, African-American. Setting: family home. Fam-
ily Consultant: 1 tarry Aponte. ACSW.
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